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Vol. 40 No. 12 
By Colin Zic k 
The Res Gestae has learned that Floyd 
Abrams of the New York firm of Cahill. 
Gordon & Reindel will be speaking at the 
Senior Day ceremony on Sunday. May 13. 
Abrams. 53. Is acknowledged as one of 
the foremost first amendment attorneys in 
the nation. His clients Include NBC and 
the New York Ttmes. His relationship with 
the Times led to the groundbreaking Penta· 
gon Papers case. Since that time, he has 
continued his involvement in flrst amend-
ment cases. notably Herbert u. Lando. 
Abrams has been a partner at Cahill. 
Gordon since 1970. He has lectured at 
Goodbye, Kids 
Yale. New York University. and Columbia. 
and is active in many law reform acUv1ties. 
He has served as chairoftheABACommit-
tee on Freedom of Speech a nd the Press 
and the ABA Committee on Freedom of Ex-
pression. as well as serving as a member of 
the ABA amicus curiae committee. 
estae 
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Cook Lecturer Stresses Historical Method 
By Clinton Elliott 
Sir Geoffre) Rudolph Elton . Regius 
Professor Emeritus of Modem Hts tory a t 
C mbridge t.:ni\'er~ny. de livered th ree 
addresses last week. as part of the 33rd 
annual William W. Cook Lecture Series on 
American Instit utions. 
Those lecture:;. endowed by the law 
school's ch icfht'rH:factor. William W. Cook. 
are desi~ned to lwlp the University con! rib 
ulc, through scholarship and teaching. to 
!.11~ pre:;ervation of American institutions . 
ln a :;cries titkd "Return to Essentials: 
Retlcrllons on The Present Slate ofHistori 
cal Study. · Elton, a preeminent scholar of 
Sir Geoffrey Rudo lph Elton, Regius 
Professor Emerit us of Modern History at 
Cambridge University , is a preeminent 
scholar of Tudor England 
Photo by Clinton Elliott 
Tudor England and lead ing ad\"ocate of cal method. 
"political na rrali\'e h istory." focused his !he whole history of mankind would 
rema rks on the deficiencies of the h is tori- have been better if the French never ex-
cal method and ph ilosophy and noted isted." Elton said. 
s peciflc abuses of particular historians. When discussing British historians. 
In his firs t address. "The Claims of Elton attacked the work of Arnold Toynbee 
Theory.· Elton criticized h istorians for at- as a circular and interpretive model of 
tempting to write his tory based upon their history that relied more on "inspirational 
own biased view of the present. He said the faith" than valid historical technique. He 
h istorian should try to wtite a chronology suggested that Toynbee was a mystic and 
of events free of va lue j udgments and the that this attribute recurs throughout his 
various me thodological pitfalls that lead to work and leads to "unrelenting absurdi ties 
a pre-determined ou tcome. which he religiously defended." In adell-
The historian mus t reason. more or lion. Elton criticized certain Dam1nists for 
less objectively. "from wha t has ha ppened their concern with the present state of 
!back to an event's! prehis tory.· According social relations instead of the past. 
to his a nalysis. the pro life ration of unclisci- Elton levied his strongest criticism at 
plined htstoncaJmethodo~ies has aiJowed certain Marxist historians who visualize 
unwa rranted speculatiol(a]~aked philo- history as portraying an endless cycle of 
sophical manipula lion too"6J re the value class struggles. These historians. he al-
of his tory as a respectab le academic disci- leged. have examined history \vith the 
predetennined objective of proving the truth 
of their framework - and never consider 
the possibility of disproving it. Similarly. 
he called pro-capitalist history "ridiculous.· 
r 
In his second addre s. "The Burden of 




The Law School Student Seoate 
will hold a new election today for tbe 
two second-year a nd two thJrd-year 
seats oo the 1990-91 Senate. Cur· 
.. rent 1 Ls and 2Ls m~y vote for rt;pre-
sentatfves from their class in front of 
Room 100 HutchJns Hall. 
pllne. /.; · A. ( ~ 
Elton W~ed ·pre$e~tlst h · 
which he said¥ ·selecrfve details F p • M • • t 
the past" in an attel1i'Pt to explaj"i\ 9r jus ttl?..<) 0 rme r rz me l n zs e r 
modern circumstance~s sort !:1eQlstory ' j,., 
leads to the his torian'1i'ctlng as a §?eve: D • E F t 
discarding unwanted matet5'}1 #and pro- zscusses uropean u ure 
ducing a narrative that is "toGtr!; ptj!dlctlve 
because It produces the result de~~d. • 
Moreover. Elton said certaJnRrench 
ideas in the humanltles a nd social sciences 
had a dul terated his torical method and 
confused the distinction between history 
as a rt and history as science. In particular, 
he dis credited literary theory. saying it had 
contributed to the dis integration of his tori-
By Clinton Elliott 
Rt. Hon. Edward Heath. former Prime 
Minister of the United Kingdom and a prin-
ciple architect of the European Common 
Market. was at the Michigan Business 
School las t week to deliver a major public 
lecture about the prospects for Europe in 
the 1990s. 
lng a central role in EC financial matters. 
"The whole world has suddenly real-
Ized the existence of 1992. • said Heath. 
"What we will be doing Is abolishing Inter-
nal barriers between countries In Europe,· 
he added. comparing the situation to the 
econom1c organization of the United States. 
See HEATH, Page TWELVE 
Baker Reacts to Dean's Letter 
Addressing a standing-r oom-only 
crowd In Hale Auditorium. the former 
statesman expressed great optimism about 
the impending economic Integration of the 
12-member European Community (EC) in 
1992 and suggested that while the political 
liberation of much of eastern Europe was a 
fa\"orable development. it would be many 
years before any of these states would be In 
a position to petition for admission into the 
EC. 
By J im Johnson and Eunice Park 
The Rc s Gestae has learned that Baker 
and :\1cKenzie has decided not to Interview 
on campus a t the l.:OJ\'erslty of Mich igan 
Law School next year. The world's largest 
law firm made the decision In protest of the 
school's handing of a complaint lodged 
agains t It by a Michigan female law stu-
clent. 
The student claimed tha t the firm's 
interviewer had made improper comments 
d uring an on-campus interview last fall . 
Last year. Baker & McKenzie was the 
su bject of p rotests around the country 
a fter the firm admitted that one of its 
interviewers had made improper comments 
to an African-American Jaw student at the 
University of Chicago's Law School. 
Following an Inquiry, Dean Lee Bollin-
ger concluded that the student's report 
was accurate. but agreed with the student 
that the infraction was not egregious enough 
to warrant disciplinary action against the 
firm. 
Responding to the dean's decision. a 
representative of Baker & McKenzie ob-
jected to the dean's fmding that the student's 
report was accurate. and announced the 
decision to not interview on campus. 
Outgoing Black Law Students Asso-
ciation President Lisa Freeman responded 
In addition. Heath chided the politi-
cally beleaguered conservative government 
of Prlme Minister Margaret Thatcher on a 
variety of domestic and International Is-
sues such as the controversial ·poll tax" 
and Thatcher's continued opposition to 
European Monetary Union. He found the 
latter position most regrettable because It 
may have cost London the chance of play-
Minister of the United Kingdom, speaks 
at Hale Auditorium. 
Photo by Clinton Elliott 
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Parting Remarks 
Ton.u's ISSUE oF THE REs G ESTAE m arks the end 
of our fortieth volume in this endeavor, Septem-
ber 25 marking our anniversary officially. From 
mimeographed sheets to today's newsprint; from 
various sponsors (the Student Bar Association, 
the Lawyers Club and the LSSS) to independ-
ence, t he RG has seen different formats, opera-
tions and staffers. Some items have remained 
surprisingly constant< weekly football and 
basketball columns, faculty interviews, opinion 
features pieces. Others, such as movie and res-
taurant reviews, city news, and various puzzles 
and games, have come, gone and probably to 
come agai.n. One long overdue tradition will 
appear again today: parting remarks of an 
outgoing editor in chief. 
It has been very gratifying that many people 
have participated in the RG during the past 
three years. From here I have formed some of 
my closest friendships during law school. I am 
happy the paper is as healthy as it is. With the 
current excellent crew and new members who 
have recently stepped forward , the future looks 
bright. 
Jim Johnson wU1 take over this space and 
the job of editor in chief. Steve Chalk becomes 
the managing editor. They will announce the 
rest of the editorial board in their own time. 
Thanks for your efforts: it's been a pleasure to 
work with you. 
Before leaving, I want to specially 
acknowledge the the specW contributions of 
Jim Henderson and Stephen Tsal. Jim is chiefly 
responsible for the RG entering the computer 
age. His expertise and time, as well as his eye for 
layout, have made the paper more efficient and 
its layout sharper. Stephen has served as both 
features editor and business manager. He 
donated dozens of hours weekly. Although he 
didn't often get credit pubUcly for his efforts, 
his work and good-nature has been appreciated 
by all the staff, especially me. Both of these 
gentlemen brought integrity and ertrodinary 
skill to the paper. They wU1 be missed. Frankly, 
I don't know where The Res Gestae would be 
without them. 
My enduring thanks also to CoHn Zick, Eunice 
Park, Ellen Marks, Chris McGuire, Harold Hunter, 
Jerry Plnn, Lisa Salvia, Lisa Greifenberg, Scott 
Gessler, Amy Blum, Doug Poneck, Rob Gold· 
berg, JohnPanourglas, Mary McFarland, Doreen 
Date-Warrlck, Ked Chenoweth, Don Wheaton, 
Doug Graham, Brad Lane, Jocko Knappmann, 
Tim Horton, Erik Johnson, and especially to my 
friend and mentor, Reid Rozen. P.S.C. 
~------------------------------------~ 
HOWl lA'vJ"/E C~IGI\N 
Dissenting 0p(nfon 
A Failing Community 
By Frank H. Wu 
I used to be an ardent defender of the University of 
Michigan Law School. Dinnertime conversation occasion-
ally turned to the law school adminis tration, wilh lls 
seeming lack of attention to student concerns. and to the 
law school faculty. for their apparent altitude that the 
place was run for their benefit exclus ively. And I'd point 
out that all other law schools probably were the same; a 
few individuals made sincere efforts to understand and 
improve the situation: the New Section concept was thriv-
ing; Catharine MacKinnon had been hired, etc. Even after 
first-year enthusiasm waned and became second-year 
cynicism, I persisted. 
After all. the critics found the very traits that made the 
LnstltuUon great were the ones which also made It insuf-
ferable. If professors were not busy researching and 
wrtting. and doing a good job of It, then the school would 
not be as highly regarded - the critics would not have 
arrived here to be able to complain. Moreover. some of the 
concerns were not of a universal nature but of a partisan 
one: that the school Is not politically correct. or conversely 
that It tries too hard to be politically correct. thalll offers 
not enough constitutional law courses. or that It offers too 
few commercial law courses. Some of the concerns also 
represented an intelligent brand of anU-inlellectuallsm. 
as If we wanted to learn only black letter laws. without 
pausing for a moment to worry about so-called theoretical 
matters. 
Still. enough of my fellow students are alienated. 
Enough discontent affilcls us, that not all ofllls part of the 
necessary lnltlaUon Into the legal realm. More impor-
tantly. students are not imposing expectations upon the 
institution. The institution Is not living up to lls own 
reputation and Its own much-vaunted self-image. It fails 
on Its own terms. It falls as a community. 
Although I do not question the importance of taking 
up the more partisan questions, we all are affected by our 
role and our place as students. We can set aside the 
problem of premature desires to review for the bar, which 
Is the only problem the administration has acknowledged. 
because more Important problems remain. It should not 
be necessary to add that questioning the law school's 
practices ls not the equivalent o~dlspu~g the ilppo~~e. 
of it's scholarly mission. The law schoot ·n~d not be an 
Insufferable place. 
Faculty might as well appear as they would for a cheap 
bar review course - on videotape. They are out of reach. 
Faculty involvement In case clubs. for example. continues 
to decline. The faculty members of too many case clubs 
neither met their students nor judged their final oral 
arguments. Doing both would have been an entire day's 
work. The concern with the course selection has not been 
addressed. Placement does not provide guidance. espe-
cially to first-year students (next year promises change). 
lbe Lawyers Club Is a much better name than it is a 
residence. with its heating and plumbing malfunctions. 
Meanwhile. undergraduates swarm all over the entire 
library. From the serious concerns to the mere nuisances. 
the system operates as If it is just that. a system without 
much of a human element. To the extent problems are 
addressed. It ls on an ad hoc and nonpubllc basis. 
The Individuals who run and teach case club. the 
placement personnel. and most of the others are not to 
blame. Rather. the highest levels of the administration 
must be blamed. Or perhaps nobody at all can be blamed. 
for at Urnes the law school just runs along without visible 
direction. Students also share in the apathy. Why is It our 
student government and student press cannot sustain 
themselves? 
Students are not merely passing through thls institu-
tion. Unfortunately, to an extent we ourselves regard It as 
a required check point along a structured path. But 
whether on the superficial level of having this institution 
listed on a res ume, or on the more signHlcant level of
having been trained in a profession here, our affiliation 
reflects on us. We. too. as we join the bench, the bar. or
even if we leave law altogether, reflect on the institution. 
We all share a stake in this. Our concerns are not, and
should not be. selfish. Given the speed of progress, any
changes are likely to benefit only our successors. 
As I again prepare for examinations, looking forward 
to a summer respite, I remain proud of the University of
Michigan Law School. But I cannot say I feel proud of lts
sense of community. If we continue to let ourselves be
treated as second-class citizens, a source oftuitlon money. 
playing a passive role, then we deserve what we get. If we
are s~~~P. he~ .li!l9 ,now. w~ ~ ?e ~~<:CP.elsew~:tere.9;nd. 
forever. · · ' · ·- · ~ · · · · 
Th~ Res Gestae -- April 1 1, 1990 -- page three 
Farewell to Michigan Law School 
By Henry Binder 
You probably remember Holden Caulfield's story begins 
with him standing on top of a hill next to a Revolutionary 
War cannon. looking down on his school's football sta-
dium where he can "see the two teams bashing each other 
all over the place." What he's doing there, alone, is "trying 
to feel some kind of a good-by,· because, as he says," when 
I leave a place I like to know I'm leaving it. If you don't, you 
feel even worse." Little doubt. he's been an outsider at 
school. in and out of class. but now he's leaving it for good. 
That's what this farewell is about. 
Before the actual farewell, however. in borrowed 
unseasonal words. it is appropriate to review the past 
three years with all due irreverence and some lashes of 
private judgment to trick out the jagged edge of experi-
ence. 
As an outsider. I'd guess that many if not all law 
students here have felt themselves to be outsiders in and 
out of class, from time to time - even if you got good 
grades. even if you joined everything. even if you were 
published in the RG. And even if you haven't liked law 
school much. you probably both cleared and kicked over 
a few person hurdles here, perhaps with a twinge of 
desperation attending. Something I came to learn. for 
example. as a character called Dutch in one of my my 
favorite movies says: "It's not your word that counts. it's 
who you give it to." 
Three years ago, Dean Sue Ecklund, at our orienta-
tion, said something like: "The law school student body is 
very diverse. Why last year we admitted a graduate 
student in biology from Oberlin!" (Maybe It was "over In 
Berlin"?) Then immediately. the first year set about 
transforming whatever diversity there was with all delib-
erate speed. A year in which you do not have the right to 
remain silent. We beat on, though. boats against the 
current. exhausting our personal energies in lockstep. 
And It was quickly clear that this last round of formal 
schooling- for most of us-would be a source of change. 
Even In the first spring. the recruiting eagle screamed in 
the wind of opportunity. at least for for hometowners and 
good grades. 
Down In my city, you could spot the summer law 
clerks a mile off: stiff new clothes and sporting plastic 
Letter to the Editor 
athletic bags that read ·rm on the Lexis fast -track." 
Staying right in step with the law. baby. 
That same first summer, a wise and generous comer-
office partner reflected: "Henry. it's a trade school . . . but. 
personally. I've never been so scared in my life. · (Is that 
why the A students become professors. the B students 
become judges. and the C s tudents become rich?) But 
what I came to conclude, after a year, was that it's not what 
you think in this business, it's who you out-think. period. 
Not a province of ideas but of competing compromises. 
Maybe the recruiters should read a set of rights with 
respect to corporate greed and governmental malfeasance. 
Firms and agencies alike told me the smart revolving door 
move was to go with them first. But the bait that struck 
me. stated or unstated, was "We're unique.· Maybe ... as 
far as It goes. But where uniqueness is concerned. I'll bet 
you have to make it on your own. if that's what you want. 
Second year, you recall, burned with dimmer bright-
ness. Having accrued both experience and choices, the 
groundwork of every truly American character. we had 
become. in a word. more insulated. Bu t I noticed how the 
third years all seemed to be living on borrowed patience. 
Mirroring my own character. during the second 
summer I got to like Guns N' Roses - with apologies to 
each and every student organization here. And. staring at 
the ceiling of a cigar-box apartment in the air-conditioned 
hush near a mosquito-ridden bayou. I intuited that being 
a lawyer was going to require an encompassing engage-
ment. The twin specters of social identity and the world's 
work loomed. 
Now with Senior Day a t hand. I've accepted the 
conditions: that once I've passed the bar, I'll have outlined 
and memorized so many rules, their coy exceptions and 
s lippery qualifica tions, that the possibility of my ever 
becomJng a new-age psycho-sexual warrior. a true child of 
impulse and alienation, will be foreclosed forever. We'll, 
ah. settle for some plainer version of urban survival. 
Last November. I did cut Commercial Transactions 
and Corporate Taxation to see the Rolling Stones in Texas. 
My friend there told me Jagger had accepted an invitation 
from a prominent person to a party in River Oaks. It makes 
a better story to say the host is a client of the firm I've 
signed v.rith. But. between us, I switched allegiances to 
Keith Richards years ago. Ever the outsider on some 
minimal private terms. 
My advice? Just the obvious. Before going to it. get 
away. Take the grand tour by all means. a deserved 
midsummer's tear. 
To wind up. it is proper to note that the teaching at 
Michigan Law School is done by professors who not only 
do not fear to change the law. but have often already done 
so. Wondrously, then. one learns that the Constitution 
and other statutes provide not only legal rights but ca-
reers. And one learns. of course, that every legal question 
has two sides - at a minimum. I have in my notes that 
Professor Miller, addressing our first-year section. said 
that he thought the Supreme Court had \'t-ry litt le. 1f <111 \ ' . 
effect on day to day American lives - ROt' t:. Wade ami. 
pnhaps. Brown v. Board of Education to the contrary. 
Prolessor Kamisar. notwithstanding. In his criminal pro-
cedure class. seemed to erupt moment to moment in belief 
that only the Supreme Court can ever protect our country's 
free citizenry from the police. 
I'd have to side with Professor Miller. having had some 
good experiences with the police and none whatsoever 
with the Court. But I grant Professor Kamisar's view flnds 
a measure of support in one of my favorite mov1es. Blade 
Runner. where the local cop heavy tells our execute-'em-
in-the-streets hero. 2022AD.: ·If you're not police. you're 
little people.· 
Enough opinion. The key facts are that the class of 
·go arrived here in '87. has had Its ritual. and Is about to 
ramble on (like Holden) into the city. Of even date 
herewith. then I oiJer this fond farewell (the lyrics being 
twenty years old. cite on request): 
Leaues arefallin' all around, 
Time I was on my way . 
But still I'm much obliged 
For such a pleasant stay. 
But now it's lime for me to go. 
The autumn moon lights my way. 
And now I smell the rain 
And with U pain, 
And U's headin ' my way. 
Intellectual Property's Disappearance Inexcusable 
To the Editor: support. 
The absence of Professor Eisenberg and Litman from By shifting our attention to the battle for these token 
next year's teaching rotation has created a significant void concessions. the administration seeks to placate this par-
in our curriculum. Specifically. no intellectual property ticular special interest group and draw attention away 
courses will be offered- courses that enticed many of us from the real problem. It seems 
to attend this law school. Yet the administration, stricken apparent thal the general pol-
with lethargy and/or disinterest. seems unwilling to take Icy in place Is not to provide a 
any meaningful steps toward correcting this deficiency. varied and balanced curricu-
During an informal meeting with Dean Bollinger, !urn or to expose students to 
students expressed their concern over the loss of JP different disciplines while in law 
classes for the upcoming year. They were told, under- school. Rather. the admini-
standably. that finding a permanent replacement would stration is far more interested 
be a long-term project. In addition. no attempts would be inprovidingan impressive play-
made to locate a visiting professor for the compelling ground for w~ll-known legal 
reason that it would require some e..'Xtra wor k. Finally. the scholars while charging us one 
a fellow student asks for your help In seeking a more 
diverse curriculum. consider that you too may be in their 
shoes one day soon. 
· • Steven L. Hl.ghl~nd~r (lL) 
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Instead, self-help proposals. imposing the maximum when they are unable to get APART, f:..NYWM. 
burden and Inconvenience on students and little or no into the few oversubscribed ~) COULO eE ANYON~ 
effort on the part of the administration, were sugges ted. classes that interest them? 
They included attending classes a t Wayne State Univer- Perhaps you're not inter- : WARNING: - CONSIDE.RING OOW 
slty Law School under a reciprocal tuition agreement (cost ested in IP. but take note. This FOORLY THE c~-
Fo~ Q.~TJOIJI\L .,-; 
and time for the commute as well as only pass/fail credit would not be the first time a .• usr: OtJt,'{ rt.Et..st. ,OONIST. OR~WS 
being the major drawbacks) or the generous offer of "temporary" problem has re- :. rio wtGEJ<tNG! 
1 PWTRA115. 
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The Environmental Law Society In-
vites you to the following events this week 
to celebrate Earth Day 1990: WED .. April 
11th: Mark Van Pullen speaks on Great 
Lakes environmental issues: 1liURS., April 
12th: Film Festival II. "The Man Who 
Planted Trees· and "The Sinking Ark". Both 
of these events take place at 7 p.m. In Rrn. 
250. FRI .. April 13th: Tree Planting and 
Barbecue tn the Quad. All welcome. 3-5 
p.m. (Beer and Tempeh Burgers). Please 
jotn us Ill! 
ties. Including a reception where we will sonal interview. If hired, they will be outside of Room 100. Check the Quad-
present the Susan B. Anthony. 3) We will compensated for the Umespent compleUng rangle office door (BlO-C Hutchins) for 
have elections for next year's Executive the test. Completed tests will be returned Urnes or contact CHristine Drylie by pen-
Board. Theslotsopenaretwosecond-year by Friday, April 20. Interested students daflex. 
CLS Film Series: The Christian law 
Students will pre.sent Franco Zefllrelli's 
"Jesus of Nazareth" tn two parts on Wed .. 
April 11th and Thurs .. April 12th at 7:30 
p.m. In Rm. 951 L.R. (take the elevator to 
the 9th floor of L.R.. then two immediate 
rights to Rrn. 951). Noted for Its fusion of 
religious fervor and historical realism. 
"Jesus of Nazareth" assembles an all-star 
cast to portray the life of Jesus from birth 
to Resurrection. Music by Maurice Jarre. 
(VIdeo: approximately 3 hours each night.) 
The Law School Arts Committee will be 
holding an organization meeting on Tues-
day. April 17th at 12:30 p.m. In the Law-
yers Club Lounge. All those Interested in 
planning events for next year, please come. 
Women Law Students Association 
General Meeting Thursday. April 12th. 
12:30 p.m .. Room 132. This Is a very 
Important meeting: 1) We will vote on the 
recipient of the Susan B. Anthony Award. 
2) We wUI discuss end-of-the-year activl-
reps (all current first-years eligible). two should call 747-4073 or 764-05 11. 
third-year reps (all current second-years 
eligible) and one treasurer (all who can 
balance a checkbook eligible). A nomina-
tion sheet for the election Is on the WLSA 
office doors. Please nomJnate yourself or 
anyone else for any office. You can also 
decide to run at the meeting itself. If you 
are unable to attend the meeting. but you 
s till want to vote or run for office. please 
contact Christine Webber (769-6526) to 
arrange for an "absentee ballot." 
The University of Michigan Journal of 
Law Reform seeks to hire one part-lime 
citechecker for the upcoming summer. The 
position entails 20-30 hours per week. and 
the rate of pay Is $6/hr. Interested tndi-
viduals should stop by S-324 L.R. (Sub-3) 
for information and to complete an applica-
tion. Information is also available by call-
ing763-2195. Applicants will be contacted 
by April 15 for a citechicking exam and a 
personal interview. 
The Michigan Law Review seeks to hire 
three student clerks to work over the 
summer. Duties will involve citechecklng, 
proofreading. and admJnistrative tasks. 
Positions are ava ilable through August 17 
and 40-hour work week Is envisioned. The 
pay rate will be $6.00 per hour. 
Applicants will be as ked to complete a 
three hour citechecking test and a per-
SUMMER JOBS IN TilE LAW LiBRARY 
for University of Michigan law or library 
science students: faculty research/docu-
ment delivery service or reference desk. 
Apply in the Law Library. Rm S-180. 8 -12 
and 1-5 p.m. Mon. -Fri. 
Any talent at all? ·Law Revue· will be 
held on Fri .. April 28th in the Lawyers 
Club. Contact Mike Flanagan. Sue Luther, 
or Neil Mlllens If you want to audition. 
The Volunteer Student Tutoring Asso-
ciation (VSTA) Is being formed to provide 
tutoring to local residents who need e.xtra 
help with basic learning skills. VS'fA will 
work in cooperation with the Tutoring 
ProgramoftheAnnArborCommunityCen-
ter. which focuses on middle-school chil-
dren with deficient reading. writing, and 
math skill. We may be able to conduct 
these tutoria l sessions here at the Jaw 
school. VSTA may also get Involved in the 
Adult Literacy Program of Was htenaw 
County, which operates out of Ypsilanti. 
We need your Input tn organizing VS'fA If 
you are interested in tutoring this spring of 
next fall. please contact Liz Schuler by 
pendaflex. 
The 1990 Quadrangle will be available 
for pick-up and sales the week of April 16 
Going on an Externship next fall? I am 
looking to sublet your apartment for fall. I 
am a mature female law student who is 
graduating ne.'Ct December. Call995-54 75. 
~10VING TO NYC OR WORKING 
THERE THIS SUMMER? 
'88 UM grad leaving NY seeks tenant(s) 
for large. s unnystudioapt. on Manhattan's 
happenln' Upper West Side. Hardwood 
floors. exposed brick. etc. In nice n'hood 
close to subway. Central Park. Avail. June 
1 for s ummer subletor 1-yr lease. $1000/ 
month. well worth it in NY. Call Mike 
Cramer at (212)877-0315 eve./wknd. 
For May through August rent: 2 bed-
room apartment. 1 minute from the law 
school (across the street). A/C. W / D in 
building. microwave. disposal, TV, secure 
building. $500/mth or best offer. Call 
747-9272. 
Two-bedroom apartment unit in a well-
maintained house available from mid-May 
to the end of August. Furnished, parking. 
laundry facilities In building. Heat and 
water Included. Carpeting. mini-blinds. 
lots of closets, sunny and spacious. 
basement storage. Located directly across 
from 1-M on Central Campus. Rent 
extremely negotiable/ cheap! Cal1769-3994 
or 763-3616. Please leave message. 
Opinion 
How We Can Help the Homeless 
By Tony Tunnell do something to better society. then who \viii? 
There Is something more that we can do to cure 
Today In the U.S. there are about four million people homelessness. more than just doing pro bono work now 
\vlth no place to call home. They live in the streets. in and then foryourllrm and more thanjust givlngblindly to 
cardboard boxes. and In abandoned cars. The lucky ones some charitable organization. An e.xample of someone 
manage to live in some type of shelter from time to time. doing more Is Andrew Fauret. a corporate lawyer with 
But the cost of living in a shelter is having to survive the Dechert. Price in Washington, D.C. The Michigan Law-
dangerousatmospherecreatedbyputtingalcoholics.drug yers' Weekly said that Andrew Fauret goes to a local 
addicts. the psychologically Impaired. and the displaced homeless sheller once a month at 7 a.m. and talks to the 
together to fend for themselves. It is terrible to think of residents about their legal concerns. This is in addition to 
anyone being homeless. but it seems even more painful to whatever pro bono work his finn takes part in. Younger 
think oft he children and families that make up ten percent associates In big fmns who do not often get to work with 
of the millions set adrift in American society. clients should be attracted to this 
real estate so I plan to buy homes that need repairing and 
place homeless families In them after they are habitable. 
1ben the family can maintain the house. help with repairs. 
and eventually be tn a position to lease/purchase the 
home. In this way. I will be helping myself while I am 
helping others. There are innumerable ways in which we 
can help the homeless-you can help in a way best suited 
to your own personal tastes. Just remf>mber that sitting 
back and telling yourself and your fan11 ly that American 
society is 0 . K. ,11low5 the problems of society to fester. If 
you want llungs to get better. you must do something 
about it. 
This information is not new to anyone. butwhalls new type ofvolunteerwork because they 
Is that more people are trying to do something about the can get hands-on experience. In 
problem. Here at Jaw school you can safely assume that Boston, the Bar Association staried 
all graduates will be able to provide for themselves and The Lawyers' Clearinghouse on 
their famllles. But It is not likely that many of us will do Affordable Housing and Homeless-
anything for anyone outside of our famJly and friends. It ness, and they provide legal assis-. 
Aggressive and Experienced Attorney Representation 
should be a part of every Michigan Jaw student's agenda lance to groups working to furnish • Character and Frtness 
to give something back to the community. If any real affordable housing. If you lack the 
Consultation - Trial -Appeal 
• Professtonat Mtsconduct 
• Fee Arbttration changes are going to occur with societal problems such as initiative to do something on your 
homelessness. it will take concerted effort by large por- own. you can become a part of a • Malpractrce Litrgatron 
• Formation and Drssolulion 
• Expert Testrmony 
tions of society to make those changes come about. And group like the one In Boston or 34 ROBERT H. GOLDEN & ARMAND D. KUNZ* 
what better place to start than In the legal community. lt other Bar Associations around the 
is obvious that our conservative Republican admlnistra- countrythathaveslmllarprograms. 30555 Southfield Rd., Southfield, Ml48076 
tlon in Washington. D.C .. intends to let poor people fend You can also help by using • (313) 645-2101 d 
for themselves .• ·Those- "the~sand, points of light~ ·that · what<;vel'lnteresls<>rskill&you have . l _ ... _ . 'FOfi'JJeJ Srnre Bar Gt'11crat Cot~nsct & Srare Grrevance Admmrstrator 
President Bushspeaksofareyou and me. and ifwetlb hbt ·' in oth<!r'areas~ '1 ha\)e aR'intetest ih' , t:.....:; _ _,,:;;;tt;·•~~;;t~;~..• L;•+t,iL.;·;:;;•-... ;:.!~·-;;..._;;;;...;;;...;~....;;.;....;;;;;;...-- ..;.;-;..·;..;· ·;...·;;,_- .·-.- -- - -
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Review of Fall 1989 Courses 
The Res Gestae has conducted a student opinion 
survey on the courses, seminar's a nd clinics taught in the 
Fall Term of 1989. last semester. People circled a ·smile' 
or a 'Frown· and then most included further comments 
about the class and profess or. Hopefully, this will help in 
making this week's decisions on which classes and alter-
nates to register for next fall. Of course. we can't help you 




"You have to learn the black letter law on your own if 
you really want to know it. Prof. Payton tells interesting 
stories and presents a unique perspective. The exam was 
wide open. but the grading was easy.· 
"Easy Grader" 
"Professor lectures on context and practical implica-
tions of cases. Lots of entertaining anecdotes. Reading 
assignments and exam very manageable.· 
"If you can follow her lectures. you're a better person 
than I.· 
"Payton's teaching style Is a bit odd. in that s he rarely 
deals with the reading. She assigns a lot of it. but then 
dismisses each case. If you want to take this course, I 
would suggest avoiding class (her lectures ofien confuse 
more than enlighten) and the book. and just reading 
Legalines.· 
"Good class very little reading-engaging moral dis· 
cussions.· 
·snooze time. Some Interesting material but very 
repetitive and very boring.· 
"Payton has fantastic Insight Into the s ubject: her war 
stories are great! When she says that the reading gets 
lighter toward the end of the semester. don't believe her-
it doesn't.· 
"A difficult course to leach, but overall Payton did a 
fair job with plenty of backround which helped in under-
standing the cases.· 
"Appalling lark of organl7.ation and prepa ration by 
professor. If one wants to learn aclminlstralive law. either 
transferorbuyGilbcrt's. Don't waste the time, money and 
credits on this class. Exam was easy- had nothing to do 
with 14 weeks of class.· 
FEDERAL ANTITRUST 
Thomas Kauper 
© 25 Q 3 
"Interesting overview of antitrust· law and economic 
theory. Material clear and well presented: exam is fair. 
Good P /F course-he's a hard grader.· 
"Great war stories he was head of AnUtrust division 
at Justice Dept. so he knows everyt hing. Very profes-
sional." 
"Kauper is a god! Refreshing to find a Jaw school 
professor who actually knows how to teach rather than 
how to needlessly chastise a nd Intimidate. Straight-
forward, enlightening. a nd witty, Kauper effortlessly 
glides through the material- two thumbs up.· 
·can be a bit dry at times. but su re knows his stuff. 
Exam Is a bear. You don't have to read for class. Kauper 
will present you with a ll the material." 
And lots of comments along the lines of "what a great 
storytelJer," "witty." "demanding but surpris ingly inter-
esting," and ·great prof/ best prof here· but also: 
"Kauper is a great guy. but he Isn't particularly 
dynamic, and this subject Is extremely dull.· 
"Dull. boring (and bored) class. Kauper apparen tly 
knows a lot but kills the material trying to teach it. Low 
curve to boot. I wouldn't recommend It to anyone.· 
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
James J. While 
© 15 @ 3 Neutral: 3 
Possibly the course which elicited the most vivid 
responses. from ecstasy to agony In Miltonesque fashion 
"For those that think that commercial law is heaven, 
JJ is God. For the rest of us. he's Sata n. and comm trans 
is hell. I learned more than I have learned in any other 
course. but that's largely due to JJ teaching method: 
dump a ton of crap on somebody. and some of it's bound 
to s tick . If you're really Interested In the UCC (and not very 
interested in having a life outside law school), take this 
class. Otherwise. avoid it." 
"JJ was excellent- and don'tlet anyone fool you, he's 
a nice guy. · 
"A beating In the Book of Job tradition. Was it worth 
it? Barely." 
"Prof. White is very tough. but fair. You really feel 
you've learned. · 
"I th ink Prof. White Is a mean spirited and irrespon· 
sible professor. The course was unpleasant and. although 
I've covered a lot of material. I don't think I've learned 
anymore than in any other law school class." 
"JJ. of course. is an institution unto himself. He's 
gruff. he's insensitive. and he's the best in his field. [Co mm 
Trans! has not only his b readth, but also depth. from the 
most abstract scholarly arguments to fine statutory points 
to real life anecdotes & practice tips. Comm Trans with 
anyone else is for wimps. · 
"Ta ke the class P /F. 'obody ever fails. JJ's secretary 
said only one person has failed since she started working 
for him (6 years)." 
"Best course I have had at the law school." 
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Menachem Mautner 
(from fall semester RG) 
6 G 
Write-in vote on this s urvey: "Mautner may be an 
unknown quantity lo some. but he was a visiting professor 
here last year. He's a fine professor and an outstanding 
person. Likes policy as well as law, doesn't call on people. 
fairly tough final. Highly recommended. · 
Some of last falJ's comments: 
"Prof. Mautner knows the material cold: his exam 
fairly tests the material presented in class.· 
"Professor was a gem .... workload not outrageous-
fair grader.· 
"He has a very interesting lecture style and a great 
sense of humor." 
"Excellent professor and class· I "Interesting class· 
"Hard to understand. but the real problem was how 
much he s tressed basic s tuff- very boling.· 
COPYRIGHT 
Jessica Litman 
7 G 0 
Extremely enthusiastic responses overall, examples 
being: 
"Fantastic course- interesting, extremely well organ-
ized. Litman's fantastic!" 
"A terrific course- interesting. useful. and extremely 
well-taught. a clinic on dealing with statutes. Too bad the 
faculty. by failing to tenure Litman, have prevented you 




Jhe fire breathing Kamlsar is Intimidating until you 
realize he has a sense of humor and would like nothing 
better than for you to take him on. It's apparent that the 
issues in this course are ones he cares deeply abou t and 
that makes the course more fun and imeresting. You'll 
only get one side of the a rgument. but that's enough if you 
don't mind figuring out the other side. · 
"Prof is an inspiration. The course is very interesting 
and packed with information. A must take." 
"Yale at his finest. Need I say more?" 
· very long exam.· 
"Probably the best 'Kamisar· class available .. .. well 
organized and class discussions are fairly coherent. There 
is less opportunity for student Input than in other courses 
he teaches, but it is still entertaining. Don't t ry to pass on 
the day Miranda is assigned. Also don't chew gum. read 
the RG. or come In late." 
"Kamisar is amus ing. but most of the learning comes 
from the readings. not the class. · 
"This class was amazing. possibly the bes t rlass 1\ ·t> 
had at the law school. He knows every1 h111c on llw -..uh)rt·t 
and feels strongly about it. But he still c11 1 c!JI!> Hltelhgent 
arguments from students who di~agree with him. He is far 
better in Crim Pro than in l st Amendment." 
"Provides the s hort term benefit of seeing Kamisar 
rant and rave. If you are really interested in crim pro. take 
the survey course.· · 
"Always entertaining! Reading a nice change from 
typical law school case books. and Kamlsar makes class a 
whirlwind of opinionated soap-box speeches. Exam-
predictable.· 
"Perhaps the worst teacher In lhe law school. yet 
undeniably the most entertain ing. A subject no one will 
ever use. thus the same as any other law school class.· 
· subject area is something every auorney should be 
famil iar with .... but you have to learn lhe law on your 
own." 
CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 
Marie Deueney 
©. 6 @ o Neutral: 2 
"Interesting topic but taught in too much of a touchy-
feely way." 
"Best course I've had yet in law school. · 
"Good course- lots of lively class discussion and 
interesting reading. Looked at relevant contemporary 
social issues." 
"Really great, Interesting course. but not for one who 
wants to learn environmental regulalions a t detail level.· 
"Deveney does a fine job as facilitator in what is a 
stimulating discussion class. Plan on doing quite a bil of 
reading to participate, but lhe ma terial is e-xcellent. Fair 
take home exam.· 
"Needs to Jearn how to control class discussion -
things got boring and out of hand." 
"An extremely coherent lecturer. If you do not like 
discussing philosophy. and tf you do not like discussing 
abstract principles. tf you want black letter law, then do 
not take this class-you wllJ be very bored. · 
ECONOMICS AND THE LAW 
Auery Katz 
©. 3 @ 
"This course wilJ get better as It is taught again and 
again. There are many kinks In the curriculum. the 
reading is somewhat technical at Urnes and. though the 
load is heavy. It ts Interesting and you can easily get away 
with skipping up to a third of it.· 
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION 
Menilt Fox 
©. 4 @ 13 Neutral: 1 
"Fox was occasionally abrasive, esp. when students 
couldn't remember cases we read weeks before but had not 
yet covered. 
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- I would rather eat lint than take Fox's final again.· 
"Boring but likable professor. Exam was real strange-
lt had nothing to do with the class (or very UtUe) but It was 
graded generously.· 
"Very lenient grader- but BORING II" 
"Exam was about as far off from the matertal pre-
sented as possible. Many people had to ask if they were In 
the right room after reading the first question!" 
"'MeriUess Fox· was a tour-de-force in boredom. Made 
classes very long by saying 'Ahhh' a lot.· 
"Fox Is a pretty nice guy and has a pretty kind curve. 
But h is almost unbelievable exam and the tedious bore-
dom of class make It not worth the potential boos t to the 
GPA." 
"Very laid back professor. If you can stay awake, you 
can learn a lot. Final exam- l've never seen so many 
panicked s tudents (and angry).· 
"A very dry course to be sure. But Fox Is pretty 
straightforward .. . . . The exam was a real killer; the only 
time I've seen an enUre class take an hour to read the firs t 
question.· 
"Worst course I've ever had anywhere!" 
"Horrifying exam-the worst I've ever taken!! And 
unfair! In tenns of class itself, it was okay, fairly thorough 
but Fox should have stuck a bit more to black letter. Dry, 
but not as boring as people said ." 
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION 
Joel Seligman 
(from last fall's RG) 
©. 6 Q o 
"Agreatclass-ltgivesyoutbebasicsofCorp. Lawand 
Seligman Is great. He is funny. knowledgeable, and best 
of aU. makes everything easy to understand. The workload 
and e.'CalJl were both fair. · 
And two enthusiastic write-In amilea this term: 
"Beautiful class! Textbook way of runnin.g an upper 
level law school class and explaining the issues.· 
"Almost as funnv as Bill Miller, but a much better 




©. 11 Q s Neutral: 1 
~leal Frtedmen class: The man knows everything 
about evidence, seems to follow no order, confuses you 
completely, but you somehow learn a loL Be ready to be 
called on!" 
"Much too much policy and theory Injected Into ii, 
probably to keep the professor entertained. Up to the 
but he s putters on In a way that does not enlighten. · 





"Gross makes potentially difficult material very under-
standable and nonthreatening. His style was uery dUTer-
ent from Prof. White's, and !learned Just as much mate-
rial, and remembered IU" 
"Professor's implementation of the Socratic method 
can be a bit befuddling at Urnes.· 
"Gross Is extremely redundant-goes off on tangents 
aU the time . Just study the rules: 
"Considerate and fair with s tudents. Teaches basics 
and workload Is about right. Subject matter is dull." 
'1ltis class Is one of the most valuable I've taken here, 
and Sam Gross is very good- knowledgeable and en ter-
taining. The exam is surpris ingly easy. I highly recom-
mend this course: 
"Nice guys finish last.· 
·rm not s ure how Evidence can be taught In an 
interesting way. but this definitely wasn 't lt. Although I 
learned a lot, it was all outside the classroom. Save your 
time-read the book.· 
EVIDENCE 
Rfchard Lempert 
(from last fall's RG ) 
© 4 Q 
this term: 
4 
©. 1 Qo 
Neutral: 1 
"An overall good. basic course. It would help if 
Lempert added a little imagination a nd creatiVity to hls 
approach.· 
FAMILY AND THE LAW 
carl Schneider 
©. 0 
"Excellent course-schneider leads some of the best 
discussions at Michigan. One of the best humored profs 
as well. His style may tum some off. but he's tops In my 
book. Tough grader., 
EVIDENCE WORKSHOP 
Samuel Gross 
student to pick up the basics in aU that mess.· 
"High strung, but always entertaining and Informa- ©. 1 
tlve. He touches evidence his own way-no cases. hun-
0 
dreds of hypothetlcals-and, for me, it works. · 
"Does a great Job of keeping class interesting. Beware 
of midterm and final; despite extensive discussion on 'how 
the law of evidence should be,' tests emphasize only fed 
rules-black letter law: 
"Excellenl Class moves along, lots of practical ex-
-u·s a very good course. You learn a lot about 
conducting direct and cross e.xamlnaUons. You work hard 
the weeks you are scheduled to conduct an examination, 
but the rest of the time It's pretty easy.· 
FEDERAL COURTS 
Terrance Sandalow amples. Prof is dynamic and not a t all boring.· 
"Friedman wishes he were Dean Cooper-someone 
tell hlm he's not. Class sessions are a waste oftime- s leep ©. 4 
through them-Qr, better yet, take Gross." 
Q o 1 neutral 
"Friedman obviously knows his topic, and generally "Even law reView types pass/faU this. Very confusing 
presents 1t well. Unfortunately, he ruins the course material, which Sandalow understands better than the 
through his bullying manner. Come on, we're aU adults Supreme Court. Some overlap with CiVil Rights and 
beret• Jurisdiction helps out . Sandalow is a much better teacher 
"On the bad side, he calls on people often and seems than Whitman.· 
"T.S. asks the toughest questions In the law school.-
'1ltls Is a difficult course. You really have to kee p up
with the reading. It Is really the only class I've had that
assumed all the assigned reading and spent virtually all
of class Ume going past the cases.· 
FIRST AMENDMENT 
Frederick Schauer 
12 Q s 
"Great class! Scha uer gtves students a new way to
look at the First Amendment.· 
"Not really all that rigorous intellectually. but interest -
Ing. Sometimes.lfyou close your eyes. you'd swear Woody
Allen was teaching. Fair, interesting exam." 
"No matter how theatrical Schauer became. this class
Is s till dull. 1 hear Ka.mlsar is 111urh more provocatiVe. w 
"Nasty curve but Interesting da~c; overall!" 
"A fairly Interesting area of law. Schauer tries to get
s tudents to develop a theory of 1st Amendment rather 
than Just knowing what the courts have done. You can 
wait to get the final exam (take home) before you have to 
actually s tart working, but you get less out of the class.-
"Frantic Fred is both entertaining and challenges the 
students intellectually.· 
"A huge disappointment. Stifles discussion by domi-
nating l t hUoself.Schauerteaches1stAJnendrnentstrlc~
from the perspective of a practitioner and forgets that 
s tudents care about the moral and political ramifications. w 
"Terrible take home exam. My least enjoyable class at 
this law school. · 
"Energetic and Uvely instructor. Fun class. Exam 
was unus ual a nd did not fairly represent the class. 
however.· 
"Class Is almost exclusively on free speech. and class 
covers basic doctrine and current controversies. Schauer 
Is one of U1e main scholars In this area. and Is a good 
teacher too.· 
"Perha ps the most annoying voice on earth, yet he 
doesn't know how to teach. Miserable take-home, plus his 
grade point was at least half a grade point harder this 
semester . I wish him dead.· 
"Fred knows his stuff and tries hard to make the class 
interesting. Definitely the choice over Kamisar. • 
·us ually Interesting, occasionally redundant. The 
exam had little to do wtth most of the course material- a 
major bummer to anyone who bothered to learn law: 
"He obviously cares about his class and his students.· 
"Unique exam; interesting material. Poor Fred wants 
class discussion so badly. but aU he ever got was the drtvel 
of a few frequent loudmouths.· 
Yale Kamisar 
@o Q~ 
"Ka.misar was terrible! He rambled. did not cover the 
role of Jaw. His only purpose seemed to be to praise 
Brennan and raid Burger-as 1f he had personal griev-
a nces with the latter. But most frustrating. he stifled a 





·very dramatic and entertaining in class.· 
HJSTORY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Green 
©1 Q s Neutral! to get very upset when people pass (something to be "Not an easy course, but Sandalow Is a fine professor 
expected during Oybacks)- a clash with his 'easygoing. who gets straJght to the tough (incoherent) parts of the 
one of the guys· personallty." . , doctrine: . r , "I~)\o.u ~n·t P?B~,ap<d,cp!'lfused e,nopgh py ~e cla~ •• 
"UtterJy abstract. ije's a nice guy. wltp gsX><i theort~s: ' " "Not an easy class, but rewarding.~: ·• . . read his teXtbook. , Very .n!ce_guy. InteUtgen1. wants1o be, 
, 1 ~ , ': 4 L .., J I I 1 j • 1 (. <f ( : 
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helpful Awful lecturer.· 
·Green Is reputed to be interesting In seminars, but. 
unfortunately, Is a very boring lecturer- which Is what he 
does In this class. Very nice outside of class. Course Is 
relatively easy, however, if you can stay awake.· 
"The material is interesting (emphasis on criminal 
juries). but sometimes Green Is a bll dry. I preferred 
Simpson overall. Pretty straightforward exam-choice of 
in-class or take-home.· 
·class lectures tedious and very repetitious-Prof 
\\TOte the primary text. Final paper allows students great 
latitude to explore own historical theories and conclu-
sions.· 
"Easy grade. Great for hard core history buffs.· 
"Boring. Professor paces back and forth In a shootlng 
gallery. He's brilliant-but his Interests are narrow and, 
unless you find the narrow subject matter lnteresting, 
juries. esp. historically. you might be stunned by the 
amount of time spent on the subject.· 
"Dull. Almost all lecture, and the American portion Is 
disorganl.zed. • 
"This course moved very slow, spent too much time In 
the 12th century. and completely erased women's exper1-
ences. I never knew you could discuss the Salem witch-
hunts without bringing up the fact that women were 
targeted as something more than coincidence.· 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
BnmoSimma 
© 10 Qs Neutral: 2 
"He Is a good teacher who respects students. The 
exam was very reasonable. His experience In Interna-
tional law makes the class Interesting. The material in the 
course Is straight forward - no tricks.· 
"Simma's s tyle Is low-key but enthusiastic. I found 
the class rewarding, but was disappointed that more areas 
of the field were not discussed. The lake-home exam was 
not difficult.· 
"A bit s low In the beginning but good class.· 
"Simma has a great sense of humor.· 
·All you can say Is that Slrruna Is lovable. He presents 
a nice, general overvtew of lnternatlonal law. Nothing too 
In depth." 
"Professor Simma Is very charming In his presenta-
tion, but occasionally lapses Into Germanic turgidity. 
Very straight forward exam." 
"Great class to get the basic Issues. Beware! Moot 
court exercise a requirement. Not everybody has to argue, 
but Is kind of a hassle during lntervtewing. • 
!he course was unfocused. I sUll don't know what 
International law really is." 
"Interesting. knowledgeable professor. but extremely 
r1gtd lecture style. Reading assignments not well spread 
out over semester and exam covers very narrow Issues.· 
"A very nice professor, but I learned more In my 
undergrad course on lnternatlonal law. There was almost 
no class participation which made many classes very 
boling.· 
"Sirnma does not teach the class for beginners In Inti. 
Law so you better have some background. Poorly organ-
Ized, repetitive reading and not as Interesting as It could 
have been. Plus he's not loud enough.· 
"Lectures lacked both organl.zation and stimulative 
discussion of controversial issues.· 
'"Too son spoken professor: goes orr on wild tangents 
which create much confusion. Didn't sUck to subject 
matter very much.· 
"Prof. Slmma Is a very nice man. He Is very busy. 
though, and difficult to reach outside of class . I also 
thought he was deceptive with the final - it was very 
narrow and his curve was significantly lower than he led 
You to believe.· 
"If you like shooting the bre~e about current affairs. 
here's your chance to get 3 hrs. cred!t for lt. • 
"I learned a lot. but not In as wide an area as I had 
hoped. Very soothing voice. bad choice If you are afraid 
you might drlfi orr." 
"A very nice prof. but a terrible course. Simma has no 
clue how to use the Socratic method. wastes a lot of time 




"As Dustin Hoffman from Rain Man would say, 'Defi-
nitely. Definitely Jackson. Defmltely Jackson. Definitely 
only for trade Jokes. Definitely. Definitely not for everyone. 
Definitely.·· 
"Great for those Interested In trade law. but tends to 
be quite technical in nature. While many flndJHJ boring. 
you can get a lot out of class If you overlook his preten-
tiousness. A good grade requires a lot of work.· 
"Lot of course relies on student's effor1. book's not real 
smooth reading and class can get dry but very informa-
tional about trade practice." 
"Jackson's s ustained enthusiasm for this subject in 
which he Is preeminent Is Inspiring.· 
"I guess J ackson really knows his s tuff. but I got the 
feeling he was really bored with teaching. This made for 
boring lecture classes. I also got the feeling Jackson didn't 
like to be challenged. The class was so dull you could hear 
a name drop.· 
JAPANESE LAW 
KoCchtro FUjfkura/ from last fall's RG 
@1 G3 Neutral! 
"'The course title was wrong: it should have been 
'Japanese Environmental Law.' Much too much focus on 
one aspect of the Japanese legal system.· 
"Not what I expected (mostly Japanese environmental 
law) Still good.· 
"Did not develop to be as Interesting a course as I had 
hoped although the prof was nice.· 
"Misnamed. Environmental/ Tort law In Japan.· 





Theodore St. A ntoine 
@2 Qo 
Neutral: 1 
"Excellent lecturer. kind of like attending an under-
graduate class In that he tells you what the law is Instead 
of making you guess.· 
"His style b/c a little patronizing at Urnes - a student 
'can do no wrong· In participating In class.· 
LABOR LAW 
Jerome Culp 
@1 Qs Neutral: 1 
The baste feeling was, .frown. and, as one person said, 
• 'mlff said." 
VISITOR 
LEGAL PROFESSION & LEGAL ETHICS 
HARRIS 
©3 {.;\4 \::::::) , . " ,... , ' < • 
"Prof. br1ngs own experience as lawyer to teachlng of 
class. Problem with class was In the exam: It was not well 
written. One of 3 questions asked students for what they 
thought Associate X should do In given situation without 
regard to Rules or Code. I.t Is not clea r how you could put 
an objective grade on that kind of question. It Is also not 
clear what grade he did put: grades were never posted and 
word Is that some failed." 
"He treats students with respect. He did the most he 
could with a rather dry subject matter. The exam was 
straight forward, grading fair.· 
"Enjoyable class. mostly due to Harris. But his easy 
manner & subtle wit hide a perverse seriousness: not a 
blow-orr.· 
"Unfortunately. this guy is the only one teaching Legal 
Ethics nowadays. He resembles the protagonist of The Old 
Man and the Seek ranting and raving, flailing his news 
upon an unhearlng world. And the world has good reason 
not to Us ten. A huge waste of 3 hrs .. cause you gotta take 
this P / F to keep your sanity.· 
·stay away from this class tf at all possible! Harris Is 
patronl.zlngand chauvinistic tn class (not to mention down 
light rude). Took his time grading exams the wouldn't post 
them or let people see them. Rumored to have failed about 
1 0% of the class.· 
"Although I think he means well, Prof. Harris Is quite 
obnoxious and the course is very boring. · 
"MaJor Harrls-ment will chill the Code. Rules and your 
own personal ethics Into you . Three credits is too much. 
especially when dealing With everyone's personal ethics.· 
LEGAL REALISM & CRITICAL LEGAL SnJDIES 
Frederi:k Schauer 
@ 17 G3 
"The readings were abominable, but everyone should 
be exposed to their content. Schauer's presentation was 
generally good.· 
"This class was very Interesting although much of It 
went on over the heads of most people In the class. There 
was also very little discussion from a feminist perspective. 
The exams and grades seemed very fair.· 
"Bright. energetic prof. A joy to have In class. · 
"The reading is sometimes boring. but some articles 
can be avoided without taking away from the class. Fred 
Schauer's 'I don't know' and Interactive discussions are 
terrific for those of us who do not yet think we know 
everything. He encourages searching In all directions.' 
"The Legal Realism half of the course Is not terribly 
Interesting. but the Crlts are much more so. Schauer is a 
prof. who Is enthusias tic and accessible and everyone 
should have him before graduation.· 
"Easy. laid back course." 
"Freddie really gets into this topic & is fun to watch. 
but has problems allowing others to speak In class (gets 
very 'fidgety'). Unfortunately, I found the reading too easy 
to blow orr.· 
"Very enthusiastic professor. Class discussions were 
u sually fairly interesting. Broad coverage of CLS mater1al, 
but Prof. Schauer failed to connect parts of the course. 
Learned a lot but not sure what or how to use it." 
"Wonderful course. Prof. Schauer clearly enjoys dealing 
with the major currents In legal theory: undogmatic 
presentation Is a major asset.· 
"Schauer lectures well. but we need someone who 
believes In this s ubject.· 
"This course can be easy or tough, depending on tfyou 
do the reading. It's easy tf you don't read. but much 
tougher tf you do. The reading (especially CLS) is heavy 
and often difficult, but worthwhile. Everyone should be 
exposed to this material.· 
"Schauer Is not a crlt and studies CLS as a movement. 
Intelligent. funny and open minded look at very interesting 
material. Don't be scared off tfyou're not a crlt - it realJy 
doesn't matter." 
"The topic & Schauer are Interesting, but at times I 
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found the reading to be too much for a 2 credit class.· 
"Interesting topic. but Schauer tries to run a huge 
class like a small seminar. with predictably annoying 
results. Still, Schauer himself Is Interesting and enter-
taining. Very Uttle work.· 
"Don't get called on. and class d iscussion Is fairly 
Interesting. Tough to be sure exactly what he wants on the 
exam, though . Good course to take pass/fail ." 
"Often obscure, but thought-provokJng. A good 2-
credlt course.· 
"No focus. He knows the material bu t hasn't yet 
decided how (or whether) to teach it. The readings are 
worthwhUe - do them on your ovm." 
"A real disappointment. I felt he allowed class discus-
sions to stray too far from the material, and to be monopo-




"Very lnfonnatlve. Judge Gllmore Is a fmc teacher 
with a lot of 'war stories.· Reasonable exam (4 short 
questions. 2 1/2 hours, covering what he said was impor-
tant). GUmore calls on almost everyone every class." 
"He's cool. Plus. he works for a living.· 
"Judge Gllmore has great war stories, but Saturday 
class made the week Interminable.· 
"A Socratic nightmare. Needlessly calls on 1 0 people 
a day to waste time because he really doesn't have that 
much to say. Despite the fear factor still manages to be 
boring. Course was almost no help for the MPRE. Don't 
fool yourself Into thinking you'll make It to more that half 
of these Saturday classes." 
"Saturday morning hell!! Way too much reading for a 
2 credit course. It was nice having a judge for a prof. -
more real life. He pose some Interesting hypos- but he's 
kJnd of an opinionated bully - provided less wisdom & 
Insight that I'd hoped for." 
"If this course were Tuesday morning It would be OK. 
But the Socratic meth'XI on a Saturday morning is just too 
much." 
PROTECTION OF TECHNOLOGY 
Rebecca Eisenberg 
©. 5 Q 2 
·one of my favorite law school courses. The professor 
seemed excited by the material and presen ted It In an 
Interesting and knowledgeable way. A good tntro to 
Intellectual property. No technical knowledge is needed to 
understand or enjoy this class.· 
"Good solid job teaching a fairly dry topic.· 
·A good survey of patentlaw. Prof. Eisenberg usually 
lectures from prepared notes-a copy of someone·s notes 
all but ellmlnates any need to attend class. But it's often 
Incredibly boring." 
"Clear." 
"Not a nu ts and bolts patent class and far too heavy 
with Becky's opinions. No textbook. just long, poorly 
edited cases in a 4 volume course pack.· 
PSYCHOLOGY OF LITIGATION 
Richard Lempert & Phoebe Ellsworth 
Neutral: 2 
"The boredom of the class Is surpassed only by that of 
the readings. Bring plenty of coffee because what Is taught 
could actually be quite useful in trial. The most entertain-
Ing aspect of the course was waiting to see was fashion 
torts Rick & Phoebe would commit the ne.xt day." 
"'The course didn't have as much practical value as I 
had anticipated. There were some interesting tidbits of 
psychology scattered through the course. but the 1 1/2 
hour classes where one of them spoke and the other 
nodded off buried those rare treats. · 
"Bound to learn something by accident In this class. 
Best part is listening to Lempert discuss the Importance of 
personal appea rance ... • 
"Material is somewhat prolonged & boring- too much 
Ume reading psychological studies, but the 'big picture· is 
pertinent to litigation. Nice change of pace!" 
"Lempert is inane, although his legal background Is 
somewhat necessary. Not enough practical info.· 
PUBUC CONTROL OF LAND USE 
Roger Cunningham 
Qs G4 
"1b.is class is very s low, very traditional. very superfi-
cial, and rather easy. Recommended only for easy grade 
and not for mastering land use law.· 
• ... but only because the subject matter Is quite Inter-
esting. Cunningham is very dry-you really have to work 
at staying interested In class discussion." 
"The material was Interesting, the amount of work 
reasonable, but the professor's teaching style was dry and 
boring. Easy exam.· 
"Would have been Interesting course If professor had 
shown some signs of life. Became Impossible to drag 
myself to this class .. ." 
"This class was a complete waste of time. Cunning-
ham seems like a nice man and his exam was very fair. lf 
not simplistic. Professor handled class badly- he fre -
quently cut off students In mid-sentence even if they were 
on point· 
"Don't do It unless you want to learn the true meaning 
of boredom. Much time was spent rehashing first year 
property; little depth to class. Exam was standard issue 
spotting and pretty easy." 
·stay In bed - class Is worthless. Cunningham 
focuses on arcane bits of trivia about the cases. He calls 
on students only to interrupt them after a few words and 
disagrees bitterly. I thought the subject matter was 
interesting and the textbook was good. Class, however, 
was entirely duplicative of the reading and annoying.· 
RACE AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION 
Alexander Aleiniko.ff 
@s @2 
"Close call- overall worth the time & effort but would 
have been better if AleinlkoiT could have prevented a small 
group of hard line mouthpieces from dominating di!:.Cus-
slon & mocking their peers during the gender section of the 
class." 
• Alelnlkofl's not as open to other people's perspectives 
as he could be but the class still hits Interesting & 
Important Issues." 
"Excellen t reading and very Interesting subject. Not 
enough time for gender at end of semester. Occasionally 
poor handling of class discussion.· 
"This class Is a good idea. but It doesn't quite work 
because conservatives are entirely absent and moderates 
are silent, whUe liberals are left out to hang because they 
are not radical enough. The d iscussion ends up being 
between a few leftists and the ones who are even further 
on the fringe. Also, gender is give second billing, so much 
so that it's Insulting and not worth the cursory discussion. 
Aleinlkoff Is perpetually depressed and thus depressing.· 
"WhUe [Alelnlkoff) begs for class participation, he does 
not really provide the opportunity nor does he really seem 
to want to hear It as much as his own thoughts. Good on 
race, very poor on gender.· 
"Although the exam was easy, I wouldn't recommend 
him. He didn't make what could be a provocative subject 
matter very Interesting. He glossed over the gender issues. 
Although he seems to be sincere. I thought he was a bit 
bland on the race issues. · 
RHETORIC, LAW &: CULTURE 
James B. WhUe 
Neutral: 1 
·welcome change from usual law school fare. Warn-
Ing: the theme oft he class repeats Itself over and over (and 
over ... ). So enjoy reading the books and steel yourself for 
the lectures in the 2nd half of the semester (zzzz .. . )." 
·course reminded me that I used to think Intelligently 
a nd creatively until a mere 2 years ago. Not simply a law 
& lit class. White offers a unique approach to reading 
judicial opinions ... and everyday conversation." 
"If you used Monarch Notes in college. read the books 
this time. White has a bunch of Interesting Ideas and a 
solid theoretical framework for his points. But use those 
Monarch to prepare for the test.· 
"I was grateful for the opportunity to read something 
besides a casebook. Readings Included Plato. Billy Budd. 
HucklebemJ Flnn. Mansf~eld Park. political theory. and 
Supreme Court opinions. Besides the fmal. a couple short 
papers were required.· 
"Lots of reading. but a great law school oasis for 
English majors.· 
·A nice change from the typical law school class. Great 
reading. and JB has some interesting thi.1gs to say (al-
though his approach isn't quite as unique as he thinks it 
Is). Makes one nostalgic for undergrad liberal arts courses 
-complete with earnest. touchy feely student comments.· 
·one of the few courses that deals with anything that 
anyone but a lawyer might ever care about. · 
"JB seems like your best friend but he actually Is 
pretty full of himself. Headings arc fantas tic and everyone 
can learn a lot from the class. I would certainly recom-
mend it. Prelly good curve If you care." 
"Head the book. save the tuition." 
"White Is In love wllh his own voice and ideas -just 
try to say something Interesting and he'll shut you up 
pretty quick. The books are very interesting. though.· 
SECURITIES REGULATION 
Merritt Fox 
"1:\ot the most endearing professor in the world, bu t he 
know the material cold and teaches it well.· 
"Very knowledgeable and intelligent professor - gives 




© 23 Qo neutral: l 
"Great professor! Makes tax Interesting by e.xplalning 
the uses of tax money. Gives very understandable over-
view of the tax system. Professor very approachable.· 
"Lehman Is very patient. clear and friendly. He's a 
great teacher- both in his classroom demeanor and his 
preparation of extra materials for the students. He makes 
the class Interesting for both tax jocks and people taking 
the class because they feel they should.· 
"Very nice guy. makes tax Interesting or less intimi-
dating." 
"Nice guy. Not a good class to take during interview 
season, though. It's good to be there for his explanations. 
A tough and grueling multiple choice exam.· 
"Excellent instructor, good course. Lehman made a 
basically boring subject interesting. Exam 2/3 multiple 
choice.· 
"The kindest, gentlest professor around.· 
"Lehman Is a good prof. to take if you really have any 
Interest in being a tax lawyer.· 
"Made tax bearable: tough exam.· 
"Great professor. Lehman knows his stuff a nd can 
explain it!' 
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·very successfully combines Interesting theory with 
the more mundane statutory aspects of federal Income 
ta;'C: 
"A problem oriented class which was very helpful in 
learning to apply the tmc code.· 
"Interesting & useful & Lehman Is a wonderful profes-
sor. Very willing to help students.· 
"If you plan to really learn tax law, take Jeff. A very 
knowledgeable professor, although his pedagogic style Is 
somewhat formal for my tastes. A tough multiple choice 
exam based almost solely on the problems.· 
"Prof. Lehman is very eager and prepared. He man-
aged to highlight interesting policy decisions that led to the 
formation of our tax system. At times, he over-complicated 
the material by using spreadsheets, but overall it was a 
good class. The test was very fair. · 
"Lehman moves at a reasona ble pace and covers 
matenal at an ideal level for those who want to know the 
ba ::;ics of taxation. Lehman makes the clas'> interesting for 
pcr::;ons not interested in tax practice: 
"Good mLx of policy with clear explana tions of the Tax 
Code: 
·well taught. Well prepared. Low key approach .· 
"Seems like he'o; t.1ken out most of the math. · 
";'\1aybe not as ·run· ciS P. \\'hile's class, but Lehman 
can be quite wnty. <mel this b still a rclati\·ely enjoyable, 
p un.e!>S way to lean, tax (So why is he so d readful in 
\\' !tare Law??) Take it P / F. unless you get off on plumbing 
•he mysteries of the T:.x Code.· 
"\'cry good Ia\: L" llr!>r, Lehman interested In subject 
. I presents thout!h tful d! '>CUssion of t,\X law.· 
"Good tc,whcr. f<ur ,wd reason,\l>le. P /F unkss you 
. tlu t.L'< or h<W{ somctlung to prove.· 
"Prof. Lcl!m,lJI d()( ... ., his best to make an eflcctive 




© 13 Qo 
"White is the painless a lternaliv(~ for taking tax. · 
".My only wrnplaint b that White coerced s tudents 
mtC> taking the course pass/fall. I regret that ! listened to 
lwr. • 
She's the best. !lire her, Bollinger!" 
·p White does what you might not think possible-
1:.! c makes learning the la..x code a lmost enjoyable! She 
lunhly encourages the P/f option, a nd If you take her up 
on this the exam is no sweat." 
"\-ery laid back teaching style: 
"Excellent profe::;sor Anyone wllh a slightest interest 
m ta..-; law rna\ take it without being Intimidated: 
"White Is a clear lerturcr. a nd s he addresses the policy 
bchtnd the tax code in an In teresting a nd lnfonna tlve way. 
The casebook has a lot of cases In It that have since been 
rcYersed or ·ove1mled' hy the Tax Code. This can be a bit 
confusing.· 
"Tax with Trlsh is great! She made things clear - even 
mtcrcsting. \\' ,rkload was fair. etc: 
"Great, wondt•rful. tcnific. llO\'e her. etc: 
·r. White made tax fun and fairly Interesting.· 
"A pa inless way to learn tax law. P. White know the 
s ubject. communicates it well. and, yes, does n't call on 
students. · 
"She makes tax law make sense no mean feat.· 
"Hard to bdieve. but my favorite class all semester. 
actually learned a lot of practical law. The reading and 
class ::;peed was \'cry manageable until the last two weeks. 
P White is an excellent professor. She is \'el)' clear and I 
was rarely bored Exam focused too heavily on the last 
portion of the class U1at she zoomed through. but other-
wise it was fair.· 
TAX II 
Douglas Kahn 
"It's a fas hion fiasco, but a must for those corporate-
minded tools. · 
"An awful lot of work. Could easily be a 2 semester. 6 
credit course. Fortunately. Kahn doesn't get upset when 
students ·pass.· Learned a great deal and anyone thinking 
of doing corporate work should seriously consider this 
class." 
·Hard (reputed to be one of the two toughest classes 
In the Law School). and exam in equally hard. but course 
Is worthwhile and professor Is fair.· 
TRUSTS&: ESTATES 
Lawrence Waggoner 
© 15 Neutral: 4 
Sole: seL'<.'ral people made no dist inction between T&E 
I and T&E II. so we have made no d istinction here. 
"Good course, tough e..xam. Waggoner is truly an 
expert. He adds a lot of life to what some consider a dying 
field • 
-rhis course mo\·es at its own pare It was sort of slow 
and relaxin~. Despite several warnings to the contraiy. I 
found the exam quite fair. His curve Is fairly harsh so it 
might be a good course to pass/fail.· 
"Useful class. hard final. · 
"Prof. Wa!!,goner 1s \'ery good at teaching this small 
dass IT&E Ill. He's patient, humorous. an expert on T&E 
and unlike P. While, he likes lo teach it. · 
"Detailed technical course [or people who plan to 
practJce in the area. There were 6 people in the class. so 
was like a seminar. Exam not as erueline as his mfamous 
T&E I exam." 
"Even though the class was generally rule ortented. 
Wag was very thorough a nd e\·en made it interesting. He 
prepared us very well for the exam. which wasn't nearly as 
bad as it was reputed to be.· 
"Prof. Waggoner is dry but at least clear; I give the 
course a high mark because I enjoyed the subject (God 
knows why)." 
"A great course! Waggoner Is one of the few professors 
here who seems genuinely concerned With whether his 
s tudents learn the matertal. He teaches T/E not as a 
'rules' course. but as sort of a sidebar to family law. An 
engaging. humane approach to a potentially dull subject.· 
"Not the most exciting class I've taken, but I do feel like 
I learned the basics in T&E. Most people P/F. but if you 
go to class and spend time learning the rules. the final is 
actually pretty easy." 
"Contrary to much of what is usually said about this 
prof., I found him exceptionally clear and straight forward. 
Attending class Is most helpful. Exam Is tough. but If you 
know your stuff. you'll do well.· 
"People v.111 complain about Waggoner's style and his 
exam, but if you go into the course expecting to have to 
learn (and memorize) rules. then it's not so bad." 
"Class Is dry. tedious. and drawn-out. But students 
going to class Will learn. Take this pass/fail because exam 
Is tough." 
·waggoner is good a nd is the expert in the field. 
Unfortunately. he's getting such bad press for his exam 
(which was hard but not impossible) that he's soon going 
to have 100% pass/fails . Worth taking if you want to learn 
T&E well." 
"More than half the class took it pass/fail though it 
really wasn't a bad exam. Waggoner actually lends some 
humor to a fairly boring legal subject.· 
"Stay away from this class. It's currently offered as a 
compare-contrast exercise between the Uniform Probate 
Code '69 and '90. The text is under revision (so one must 
purchase a coursepack). Prof. Waggoner is terribly dry 
and boring. The exam was brutal: closed book multi-
choice with up to 15 choices and a guessing penalty. Only 
33 out of over 100 students took this for a grade." 
"His teaching and book are somewhat better than I 
had been told (warned). His exam and grading scale were 
far. far worse. On the plus side, he looks a little ltke Steve 
Martin. and you can imagine that the lectures are preludes 
to a 'Happy Feet.'" 
"This course Is not exciting. Don't take It unless you 
are Interested In the subject. That said, Waggoner Is n't 
that bad, and the test was not as hard as It was cracked up 
to be.· 
·waggoner's enthusiasm Is appreciated but unhelp-
ful: the material is not fascinating, and his frequent 
digressions necessitated a make up class and massive 
chapter coverage in the last few weeks. Tough exam. but 
do-able.· 
·Another multiple-choice exam. Prof. Waggoner knows 
his material. but again I learned very little In class that 
wasn't equally well covered in the course book.· 
"Boring. Hard exam- but graded fairly." 
"Dry matertal, semi-witty prof. nasty exam. Take It 
only if you must: 
"In his own quiet way. Waggoner does get quite excited 
about the material which on Its own Is deadly dull. The 
material seems useful. though. so It's worth suffering 
through just to watch Waggoner and hear his jokes.· 
"A bit dry. but Waggoner knows his stuff.· 





"A valuable class, which most people here could stand 
to take. Lehman knows a lot . and encourages discussion. 
The only bad thing is that his class matertals. which he 
puts together himself. include too many number charts 
with no written analysis of them. It's hard to conrlude 
much from columns of numbers. · 
"The guy Is sincere but he gives way too much reading 
matertal and Is so boling.· 
SEMINARS, CLINICS, AND SMALL CLASSES 
PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS: AIDS 
David Chambers 
"Great class for those with an Interest In the topic, but 
be ready to discuss and not just listen.· 
"Piontkowski will lead an excellent seminar and clinic.· 
BLACK LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Jerome Gulp 
"Excellent seminar. It was too bad that more white 
students didn't take this course. They often do not get a 
chance to be exposed to black legal scholars' work while in 
law school." 
"A terrific expertence and Intriguing topic. Too bad 
he's not there to gtve it again.· 
CHILD ADVOCACY CLINIC 
Donald Duquette 
"Wonderful!" 
"Best e..xperlence In law school!" 
CLINICAL LAW I 
Paul Reingold 
"Excellent expertence. Invaluable. Lots ofttme but It 
is seven credits and you learn what 'reaJ world'law Is Uke. • 
"By far one of the most useful classes for anyone. the 
Clinic provides a practical view of the judicial system, real 
expertence In court and tn negotia tions. and qualified 
The Res Geetae •• Aprilll, 1990 •· JMie ten 
Instruction and assistance from 4 diversely experienced 
and helpful instructors." 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC 
Mark Van Putten 
"My best law school experience. Interesting and 
worthwhile.· 
"It's what you make of it. I didn't do much.· 
INTERNATIONALPROTECTIONOFHUMANRIGHTS 
BrunoSimma 
·An excellent course for an overview and the basics of 
human rights. Long reading assignments but a long time 
to do the paper too.· 
1'he most wearisome, hyper-academic class I have 
taken at school. Slmma panders to the In ternational law 
groupies and treats everyone else with con tempt. · 
REGULATION OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES 
Mark Van Putten 
·A generally good seminar, but the workload Is exces-
sive. Four ten-page papers due d urtng the term Is too 
much for two credits. The discussions were excellent· 
"Really Interesting subject. relaxed atmosphere. Too 
much workfor 2 credits, but that seems to be the professor's 
style." 
Baker 
Continued from Page One 
to the announcement that the law firm would not be 
interviewing students on campus next year by saying. "It's 
no grea t loss.· Freeman added that the Law School should 
continue Its efforts to Investigate complaints of interview-
Ing misconduct. noting that the current procedures al· 
ready favor law firms . 
Dianne Carter, a member of the Women Law Students 
Association executive board, s poke for the organization in 
expressing pleasure that the Law School bas decided to 
s tand behind the student's complaints: 'We're pleased 
that the Law School has said they think what ... [the 
complaining student) said was true." However, concern 
s till revolves around the fact that the admlntstratlon did 
not sanction Baker and McKenzie for the alleged perpetu-
a tion of sex dtsclminatlon and mtscegenation In the Inter· 
view. "If this tsn't sanctionable, what is?", Garter queried 
rhetorically. 
Thts alleged Incident. Carter concluded, demonstrates 
the u rgent need for the Law School to put forth a clear 
public pollcy with respect to what constitutes a violation 
for on-campus Interviews. 
Here follows Dean Bollinger's letter to Baker and 
McKenzie and the firm's response. 
Robert W. Cox. Esq. 
Baker & McKenzie 
Dear Mr. Cox: 
March 28, 1990 
I am wrltlngwith regard to the complalnt that was filed 
by a s tudent here last fall, objecting to certain statements 
made by an interviewer representing your firm. Over the 
past several months, we have spent a good deal of time 
discussing the complaint. I first communicated Its sub-
stance to the firm and asked for a response. The Inter· 
viewer for the firm responded denying having made the 
statements. Since then, I have had numerous telephone 
conversations about the complaint with the Interviewer, 
with Mr. Robert Dilworth, and you. and we have had two 
lengthy meetings. In November, I met with the three of you 
at your Chicago office. Subsequently, at my request, you 
and another representative of the firm came to Ann Arbor 
to meet with and hear the student. The Interviewer also 
accompanied you. From the Law School Associate Deans 
Ed Cooper and Sue Eklund, and Director of Placement 
Nancy Krieger, joined me and the student. 
Three critical findings have emerged from these con· 
versatlons and meetings. First. there Is general agreement 
among all concerned that the alleged Improper s tatements 
Review of Fall 1989 Courses 
TAX PRACTICE SEMINAR 
Patricia White 
"Very pleasant teacher and good ... experience. Doing 
two drafts of the paper and getting comments midstream 
would be helpful. however." 
"Perhaps the most useful class I've taken. Very 
pragmatic. Lots of hours spent on the research paper, but 
atleas t they were hours spent wl th purpose and teamwork 
is allowed." 
AMERICAN LEGAL TRADITIONS 
Tom Green 
"Joint seminar with history department. so history 
majors provide unique perspective. Wide-open choice of 
paper topics. Prof. is enthusiastic and accessible.· 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
James Krier 
"Lots of policy a nd not much law. First third of the 
class Is more philosophical, and the middle of the course 
Is the actual set up of the Clean AJr Act. Not focused on 
what an environmental lawyer would really do, unless In 
the EPA Also. most of the focus Is on the Clean Air Act. 
and more current topics such as hazardous waste are 
would have been, lf said, Inappropriate for the Interview 
context. Second, It Is my own judgment. Joined by the 
other members of the Law School admlntstration who have 
participated In the Inquiry, that the student's version of 
what happened In the interview Is true. And , third. It Is 
also my judgment. which Is s hared by the s tudent and 
other members of the staff. that the statements were not 
of s uch a character a s to constitute egregious misconduct. 
Although they were Insensitive, there is no indication tha t 
they represent any Improper policy or practice of the firm 
or the interviewer. There Is, thus. no need to Invoke 
sanctions against the finn or the In terviewer under our 
Placement Office rules. 
I should say that, In general, I have come to believe 
that matters of this sort are better kept confiden tial in the 
interests of students, interviewing law finns. and the Law 
School. Confidentiality enables students to come forward 
with informa tion freely. law firms to respond candidly and 
constructively, and the Law School to provide a speedy 
and effective response. lnfonnal negotiations and discus -
sions offer a healthy climate for mutual ed ucation and best 
serve the interests of alJ parties. Only when we face 
Incidents of egregious misconduct or clear evidence of an 
improper and dtscrlmlnatory finn policy. justifying Law 
School sanctions, should they become a matter of public 
comment. In this case, however, substantial Information 
about this complalnt has already become public and 
published in the media Failure to make any s tatement 
would inevitably lead some people to draw Incorrect 
Inferences about the outcome of our inquiry. I intend, 
therefore, to regard this let1eras a public document. which 
I will make available to the student and the larger student 
body. 
I apprectate and respect you own personal involve· 
ment In this matter. This Inquiry has been difficult. and 
at times even painful, for all concerned. I respect both the 
student and the Interviewer and have no wish to see either 
harmed. I hope we may maintain a relationship that 
minimizes the costs to everyone Involved. 
Yours truly, 
Lee C. Bollinger 
Dean 
Dear Dean Bollinger: 
March 30, 1990 
Robert Cox. our Chairma n, ts travelling In the Soviet 
Union, and has asked me to respond on behalf of the firm 
to your letter to him of March 28, 1990. He Is in agreement 
with the contents of this letter. 
The allegations by a s econd-year Univers ity of Michl· 
gan female law s tudent that Improper statements were 
made by a Baker & McKenzie interviewer last Fall are 
totally false . The firm and the• lritervie'wer deny ·the · 
allegations In the strongest possible terms. 
Ignored." 
ADVANCED LEGAL RESEARCH 
Margaret Leary 
"I know I need research help. but Leary Is a taskmaster 
a nd I would not take the class If I could do it over.· 
SELECTED TOPICS IN FREE SPEECH AND PRESS 
Lee Bollinger 
"What a luxury to devote so much time to such an 
Interesting topic. Great discussions.· 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND THE LAW 
Layman Allen 
"At times very confusing and abstract. yet. the work 
with computerized legal expert systems made up for It. 
Despite Allen's assurances of 'no computer background 
needed,· you may want to have some familiarity with 
them.· 
FEDERAL COURTS & THE APPELLATE PROCESS 
Hany Edwards 
"Great course. Judge Edwards has done It all. and 
knows how to Import hJs knowledge. A Jot of work, but not 
overwhelming - most of the reading and workload Is over 
by November.· 
The firm has been completely honest and open abou t 
the Improper Interviewing that occurred last year and 
which involved a University of Chicago Law School stu-
dents. In that case, we moved immediately to ascertain the 
facts and. having done so, moved Immediately to accept 
responsibility. The same Integrity compels us to deny this 
alleged "Inciden t". 
The alleged s tatements at Michigan are said to Include 
questions about the student's attitude toward a possible 
Involvement with a foreign man. No s uch inquiry oc-
curred. The interviewer and the firm will not and cannot 
accept responsibility for charges which are entirely un-
true. 
I received your October 2, 1989 Jetter describing the 
alleged incident on my return from the Far East on October 
9 , 1989. ! Immedia tely contacted the Interviewer to review 
with hJm the charge. As you recall. we called you October 
10, 1989 to d iscuss the complaint, the categorical and 
unequivocal denial by the interviewer, how we might 
proceed to determine how or why such a complaint could 
arise. and what kind of corroboration might assist you In 
concluding that the complaint was unfounded. We re-
viewed our records concerning the interview and the 
s tudent to see If some Insigh t could be gleaned as to the 
impetus for making such a charge. The Interviewer Is a 
man of the highest possible Integrity. Our investigation 
led us to conclude that the complalnt was completely 
unjustified and false. Our successive discussions and 
meetings with you. your staff and the student have 
confinned the correctness of our original conclusion. 
You say you have decided that the student's uncor-
roborated version of the interview Is true. In reaching that 
decision you have eviden tly rejected: (1) the interviewer's 
Immediate and unequivocal denial, consistently main-
tained , (2) evidence that such questions would have been 
totally out of character for him in light of the interviewer's 
dis tinguished career-long record of a ctive and s trong com· 
mltment to human rights and personal privacy, (3) the 
letters from more than 20 dtstlnguished legal scholars, 
jurtsts, human rights experts and practicing lawyers 
(none members of our firm) who expressed the view that 
such questions would be absolu tely out of character and 
unthinkable for this particular interviewer to pose. (4) 
evidence that such questions are virtually text book 
examples of Inappropriate questions in such common 
interviewer training materials as the National Association 
for Law Placement videotape. "A Fair Shake,· (a copy of 
·Which we supplied your). that the interviewer has the 
primary responsibility for providing interviewer tralnlng to 
other interviewers in his office , and that he was thus well 
informed as to inappropriate questions, and (5) the ex-
treme unlikelihood, notwithstanding the personal quallfi· 
'cations or this or any other interviewer. that a Baker & 
Contiiiued on Page Eleven 
Fall 1989 Grade Curves 
P'lnt Year Clauea 
Course Name Profcaaor A+ A B+ 
Property 
B C+ 
Cunningham 3 .<m 6.1% 15.2'10 30.3% 27.3% 
Property Miller 9.4% 21.9% 31.3% 25.<m 
Cr1mtnal Law Israel 2.&MI 12.&M. 22.&M. 22 .&M. 26.3% 
Contracts Soper 2 .7% 13. &MI 21.1m 27.<m 
Torts 
2l.lm 
Whitman 1.1% 13.7% 22.1% 26.3% 24.2'10 
Contract• Pooley 3.8% 15.<m 17.&MI 27.&MI 21.3% 
Con sl.ftuUonal Law J. B. White 4.9% 10.7% 22.3% 25.2'10 28.2'10 
Crfmlnal Law Westen 2.2'10 13.<m 23.9% 23.9% 23.9% 
ConstituUonal Law !'tides 1.3% 15.4% 19.2'10 32.1% 23.1% 
CMI Procedure I Motomura J.<m 14.9% 21.914> 30.7% 20.914> 
Contracts Frier 3 .<m 15.2'10 21.2'10 27.3% 24.2% 
Confract-6 SL Antoine 3 .<m 15.<m 22.<m 27.<m 25.<m 
CMI Procedure I Cooper 2.<m 13.1% 25.3% 31.3% 20.2'10 
Contracts J .J. While 2 .1m 21.1% 15.914> 26.3% 23.7% 
CrfmJnal Law Kamfaar 2 .<m 16.<m 23.<m 31.<m 23.<m 
Property Kauper 3.1% 18.914> 28.1% 18.914> 21.9% 
Torts Retmann 2. 1% 18.1% 27.7% 28.7% 11.7% 
Crtmlnal Law 1... Katz 4.3% 17.<m 24.&M. 29.914> 16.<m 
Crtmtnal Law Chambers 27.7% 27.7% 23.4% 12.914> 
Upperelaaa Cowsea 
Coune Name Profeaaor A+ A B+ B C+ 
Professional Resp. Gilmore 15.1m 12.5% 43.914> 6.3% 
lnfematlonal Law Slmma J.<m 20.2% 16.2'10 27.3% 21.2'10 
CMI Procedure II 'l\>.1tcheU 6.7% 13.3% 20.<m 26.7% 20.<m 
First Amendment Sehauer I. eM> 16.4% 17.2'10 27.9% 27.<m 
Federal Courts Sandalow 9 .1% 4.5% 36.4% 22.7% 13.1m 
Enterprise Or~. Fox 1.1% 15.914> 17.9% 34.7% 17.!111> 
Federal Anlltrust Kauper 0 .9% 13.5% 26.1% 32.4% 18.9% 
Jurt.s. & Choice of Law Twitchell 5.3% 12.3% 22.914> 30.7% 16.7% 
Legal Real!sm Schauer 1.1% 20.7% 15.2'10 39.1% 14.1% 
7n Ertc Stein 23.3% 18.1m 23.3% 30.2% 
Culture & EnVIronment Deveney 3.6% 18.2'10 21.914> 29.1% 16.4% 
Taxi P. White 1.4% 21.elf> 27.0% 24.3% 13.5% 
Race & Gender Dl.oa1m. AlelnlkoiT 19.7% 22.5% 33.elf> 18.3% 
Copyright Utman 1.7% 20.3% 25.4% 27. 1% 16.9!6 
Rhctolic. Law & Culture J.B. White 5.elf> 18.5% 29.elf> 18.5% 14.914> 
Commcrdal 'l'ranaacllons J.J. Wbltc 1.1% 19.1% 25.914> 31.5% 13.5% 
Taxi! Kahn 9.1% 18.2'10 22 .• 7% 22.7% 13.elf> 
AdmtnlstraU"" Law P.lyton 2.2'16 20.0% 31.1% 26.7% 4.4% 
Taxi Lehman 1.3% 28.elf> 16.9!6 26.0% 20.8!6 
Legal Ethics I§ I) Hams 7. 1% 21.4% 7.1% 42.9% 14.3% 
PI.'Ych. of Ullgation Ellaworth/Lempert 1.9!6 20.4% 31.5% 25.9% 9.3% 
Pubhc Control of Land UR Cunningham 1.9% 22.2% 22.2'16 27.8!6 25.9% 
EVIdence Friedman 2.1% 20.7% 23.2'10 34. 1% 14.8!6 
Hlst. of Crfm. Jusllce Green 2.0% 18.0% 28.0% 36.0% 12.0% 
lntcmallonal Trade J ack.eon 3.9!6 19.elf> 29.4% 27.5% 13.7% 
Crfm Proc: Pollee Prac Kamlsar 2.8% 23. 1% 25.0% 28.7% 13.9% 
Prot. ofTechnolo~ EfBtnberg 26.3% 26.3% 28.9!6 13.2% 
Securtties RegulaUon t'ox 3.7% 18.5% 22.2'10 48.1% 7.4% 
EVIdence Crose 5.5% 15.4% 41.8% 19.8!6 9.9!6 
Trusts & Estates I Wa&goner 3.&M> 25.0% 28.&1b 32.1% 3.&1b 
Legal Ethics (§ 2) Hams 7. 1% 21.4% 21.4% 35.7% 14.3% 
Economics & the Law A. Ka1.7. 50.0% 18.8% 18.8!6 6.3% 
Employment Dfscr1m. AlelnlkoiT 3 .4% 37.9!6 24.1% 27.&M> 3.4% 
Crim. Appel. Pracucc Jordan 4 1.7% 25.0% 33.3% 
Free Speech & Press Bollinger 30.0% 50.0% 20.0% 
Family & the Law Schneider 15.0% 35.0% 20.0% 25.0% 5.0% 
Trusts & f:Sllltes II Waggoner 33.3% 66.7% 
'l?'l Dixon 50.0% 50.0% 
The Res Gestae thanks Registrar Beth Gundc1110n Soboleski, her staff and Dean Sue Eklund for their help In getting the curves pubhshcd. 
Baker yer. The letters testified to the undeniable fact that the inter-viewer has cons istently supported and worked for the cause 
c ontinued from Page Ten of equality for women and minorities. As far as we can tell, 
McKenzie interviewer, in a year in wbich enormous a tten- you have not even acknowledged their receipt much less 
lion has been focused on its Interviewing, would walk taken them into account. Certainly, you have not discussed 
through a gauntlet of banners protesting U1e finn's pres- them with us. 
enre and proceed to ask text book-ina ppropriate ques- 3. Interview Training Responsibilities 
tlons. The interviewer Is generally regarded as one of the finn's 
For the firstfour months, until late J anuary 1990, you most committed attorneys to equal opportunity for all 
said you found the allegations ·credible,· bu t that there people, including women, and has worked extraordinarily 
was "doubt· about them. Then without explanation, the hard to Improve the finn's hiring of minorities and women. 
doubt disappeared. You have not told us why. The interviewer has, as one of his responsibilities, the 
We are bewildered and disappointed by the rejection training of other interviewers from his office. It Is his job to 
of the strong evidence we furnished you that the in ter- train others not to make such statement. and to train them 
viewer and his denial are completely credible. You have in proper interviewing techniques. 
not discussed with us why you find any of this evidence to 4 . Interviewing Gauntlet 
be noncredible. You simply conclude that the student's In view of the emotionally charged atmosphere at the 
version Is ·true.· That student's credibility is open to the Michigan Law School last fall. including large banners 
most serious doubt. Your conclusion is wrong. and you urging students to boycott the firm, it is not credible that a 
have done a grave injustice to the interviewer and to the person of the interviewer's natural disposition, background, 
firm. training, and experience, and particularly in that s etting. 
1. Career Commitment to Human Rights and Privacy would have made the statements charged to him. 
1ne interviewer taught human rights Jaw for several 5. Other Non-Credible Allegations by this S tudent 
years: served as counsel for African states in a case against The student's version loses further credibility In the 
South Africa at the International Court of J ustice: worked context of her other allegations against this interviewer in 
directly to secure Senate approval of the U.N. Covenants the meeting at which you were presen t. As you have 
on Human Rights, the Convention on the Elimina tion of all acknowledged, at that meeting with the student , in an 
Fonns of Racial Discrimination, and the Convention on attempt to portray the interviewer as a poor interviewer, 
the Elimination ofDiscriminationAga inst Women. He has made a number of statements about the Interviewer's 
actively worked for the adoption by the ABA of a whole demeanor and complained about his questions as to her 
series ofhuman rights resolutions. He serves on the Board claim that she did not know or want to learn her own first-
of Directors of HlAS, and is a member of the Council on year grades in law school and did not care about them. (Her 
Foreign Relations. resume certainly shows that she knows and cares about her 
2. Corroborative Letters college grades.) In accordance with your prior request, we 
Almost five months ago, you received 22 letters from have not enumerated in this letter her statements. The 
people who have worked with the Interviewer during his charges and statements appear to us to be sufficiently 
career, ~s a unj-..:e~ity1 ~d 1~~ !>Chq,q! prQf~~r. ~~a,t«; , .,t:~ .to raise the most ~ri~u' s doubt ~to ~e, like~ 






















































































































































You have indicated that you Intend to regard your 
letter to us as a public document. Prev1ously. you had 
expressed the view that confidentiality would be more 
likely to enhance appropriate Institutional responses to 
claims of Inappropriate interviewing. In order to honor 
the law school's strong and frequent requests to pre-
serve the confidenUalityofthe complaint procedure, we 
did not, when asked to comment by the press, Immedi-
ately Issue the flat denial that the allegations so obvi-
ously require. We kept silent at your request. We have 
as a result been tarnished by unfair Inferences drawn as 
to our s ilence. We nonetheless kept silent untll the law 
school informed us that Its ·confidential" complaint 
procedures would now yield to other priorities. 
The false charges made against the interviewer and 
the lack of proper procedure raise the dUll cult question 
of how law firms can protect themselves from such false 
allegations. At the least, neutral fact-finding procedures 
to resolve contes ted charges would appear to be re-
quired. Other measure to discourage false allegations, 
including having a second interviewer In the room, are 
being discussed not only by our fum, but by other firms 
who have a continuing Interest In on-campus interview-
ing of students Interested In securing employment In law 
finns. We are hopeful that law fums and law schools will 
together establish the protective measures necessary to 
avoid further cases of this kind. 
We are returning herewith your Placement Office in-
vitaUon to interview on campus in 1990\1991. lfanyof 
your students have an interest in interviewing With 
Baker & McKenzie please adv1se them to direct any 
correspondence to our Director of Professional Recruit-
ment. Daniel J. Burns. 
Very truly yours, 
Robert H. Dilworth 
Hp-jn.g, l'a,rtnq. 
' .. t • r t ,.., '!, ... •. t. • , I c ~ .,. • Department Assil)tant Legal Adviser and practicing lawr ,1 Hedibiltty ofller other-charge. ' ~ • 
.• j /i · I~ :. ~ .... " •• ...,. ~· , ;- l • J,. 1 ' "' • • 1 ..... 1 ~ f f ·; ,.. ~ . .. j' t f. ' , I ' I ~ ... ) ' ..) : • 
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Cubs to Win NL Pennant 
By Dave W'ille 
The Wisconsin hockey team Is similar to the Duke 
basketball team In several ways. Both have been to the 
NCAA final four several times in recent years and both 
have good coaches. There Is one big difference: WISCOnsin 
wins the big one. OnAprill. at Joe Louis Arena in Detroit, 
the Badgers captured their flllh national champiOnship 
and their third in ten years by routing Colgate 7 -3. Only 
Michigan (of course) has won more NCAA championships. 
Colgate defeated Boston University 3-2. while Wiscon-
sin beat Boston College 2-1 in the semi-finals to spoU Ted 
Kennedy's hopes of an aU Boston Hnal. The fmal proved to 
be exciting. Colgate reached the fmal game behind the 
goaJtendtng ofHoble Baker Award nominee. Dave Gagnon. 
In fact. Colga te won every tournament game by a one goaJ 
margin. Wisconsin. on the other hand. was an explosive 
team with one of the nation's best power plays. When 
holding their opponents to three goals or less. the Badgers 
were 29-0-0. Duane Derksen. the Badgers' Sophomore 
goalie. was the best in the WCHA this season. In addition, 
Wisconsin was on a mission in the last two months of the 
season- losing only I of tht:ir las t 2 1 games. 
As the teams skated onto the ice, it was dear some-
thing would have to gjve. It would not take long for 
Gagnon's goaJtendjng to be tested by the Badger power 
play as Colgate drew a penalty only 30 seconds into the 
game. One minu te later. senior center John Byce beat 
Gagnon to give the Badgers a 1-0 lead. Byce was not 
fmished. Colgate fans sensed a comeback as Badger 
defenseman Rodger Sykes was called for Interference. 
Twenty seconds into the power play. Byce intercepted a 
pass on the wing and beat Gagnon for a short handed goal. 
Byce would go on to score a hat trick. Colgate closed the 
gap with a power play goal 5 minutes into the game b ut 
that Is as close as the Red Raiders would get. Wisconsin 
ended the period with two more power play goals and a 4 -
1 lead. 
Colgate managed only 5 s hots on goal in both the Hrst 
and second periods. Even when Wisconsin was not on the 
power play, the puck s pen t most of the firs t two periods in 
the Colgate end. The badgers added two goals in the 
second period to take a 6-2 lead into the third period. 
Wiscons in would spend the third period running out the 
rlock. 
Badger right wing Chris Tam·ill was named the 
tournament's most valuable player. Tancill. the only 
Mirhigan native to play In the tournament. scored both 
Badger goals in the .;emi-final game and one in the finals. 
Tancill. Byce. Derksen . and Badgers· Mark Osiecki and 
Rob Andnnga were named to the all-tournament team. 
Colgate forward Joel Gardner was UJC only non-Badger to 
be named. 
Mr. Hunter managed to mention Nebraska as much as 
possible In his column. I will try to follow in Harold's 
footsteps and I promise to mention Wisconsin often. Greg 
Arovas has suggested a "Badger oft he Week" featu re . I low 
about It. Manlts ky? (We'll have to talk about this ~\'rllt ·. 
Remember: unlike everyone else. I actually haue to read 
this stuff - Features Editor) Since this is the last issue of 
the RG for this year. I feel obligated to lose my credibility 
Immediately by trying to predict how major league base-
ball will end up this year. Barring a strike or injuries to any 
See WISCONSIN, Page FOURTEEN 
Heath Speaks At Business School 
Continued from Page One 
In particular. he s tressed the international competitive 
benefits from the Community's realignment and noted 
that a harmonization of professional practices, education, 
and Industrial techniques would ensue. 
Heath. who was Tha tcher's predecessor. said that the 
tumultuous political events in eastern Europe were occa-
sioned by the competitive pressures exerted by the com-
parative prosperity and freedom of the WesL Dedi rung to 
venture too deeply into the security implicatiOns of these 
political and s trategic changes lor the NATO allia nce, ne 
said the West must strive to maintain "balance· but did not 
offer his vision of redeployments or American troop with-
drawals sultable to the new conditions. 
Further. ln evaluating the suitability of the eastern 
European states for economic partnership with the Wesl 
he compared them with Spain and Portugal under their 
respective Franco and Salazar regimes. Even after both 
had cast off the mantle of authoritarian rule, it was " 1 0 
years before the said they wanted to join and could.· 
"Spain under Franco was infinitely better prepared 
than any of the central European countries,· said Heath, 
mamtainmg that optimists should not overlook the very 
·practical difficulties" posed by the fact that the new 
leadership In the affected eastern European countries 
does not have ·a clue as to how to run a compeUtive 
economy.· 
Describing Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's role in 
all of the political turbulence. Heath said that Gorbachev 
was mollvated by a desire to improve the Soviet economy 
in terms of investment. technology a nd competitiveness. 
In his analysis, the central question Is whet her the Soviet 
sphere of influence will ·return or be replaced.· 
On the issue of a unified Germany. Heath d eclared 
himself in favor of binding the resulting eronomlr a nd 
political colossus into the European Community. "'llley 
have seen the consequences of two World Wars they 
started and there will be no more oflt. ·said !Ieath. noting 
that even the French had accepted this reali ty. 
He identified the leading priorities oft he EC after 1992 
as working on a unilled security and foreign policy and 
developing political ins titutions capable of the supra-
national a nd progressive imple ment a tio n o f the 
Community's policies. On the road to this goal. a great 
deal of individual national sovereignty wUI have to be sur-
rendered. 
the era of the nation s tate in Europe has come to an 
end. The days of the Superpower a re gone too.· said 
Heath. "What we will have Is the Community working for 
' the benefit of its people.· 
1\trning to the less developed counties (LDCs). Heath 
said that he considers it a ·monstrous suggestion· when 
he hears that the industrialized West has no obligation to 
improve the condlt ions of the the poorer countries. He said 
that the fact that there was a net captial flow from the 
poorest countries Into the developed West was ·morally. 
economically. and politically unjustified" and could foster 
the circums tances of political dis integration and move-
ment away from democracy. 
Moreover, Heath criticized the tendency to ·attack and 
blame· J a pan for American or European competitive 
Inadequacies and said that the country should be pralsed 
and analyzed for Its miraculous economic transformation. 
I le raised the specter of a Sino-Japanese economic jugger-
naut tha i could be a staggering competitive combination 
oft echnology and sales, raw materials. and highly-trained 
workers. 
In closing. he lndirecUy criticized the Bush admini-
s tration for dragging its feet in terms of policy formation. 
He said that early 1989 was a time of enormous goodwill 
and anticipation surrounding the new American pres i-
dent. More tha n a year later. "there is s tiiJ enormous 
Interest while we eagerly await his policies.· 
"There is a growing recognition that we are one world. 
Every one of our actions must be governed by this fact. · 
Elton Delivers Cook Lectures 
Cont inued from Page ODe 
Dubious Philosophy: Elton sought the frontier between 
history as art and history as science. 1be fonnerwas to be 
avoided as the Inspiration for technique, while the latter 
was to be elevated to the standard of historical analysis. 
He maintained that the relatively recent pairing of psy-
chology and literary criticism posed a challenge to histo-
rians because a ttacks on language and meaning highlight 
the debate over the validity of his tory. 
Failure to define their discipline as art or science has. 
In Elton's view, cost historians the intellectual credibility 
enjoyed by their peers. ln this sort of intellectual climate, 
he said, an intradisciplinary paruc ensued and many 
capable historians adapted the whim -- Marxist or decon-
structionist -- of the moment 
"Panic is not a good guJde to action. even tn an 
Intellectual commuruty: saJd Elton. He explained thatde-
emphasiztng universal meaning and elevating individual 
methodology leaves the unsuspecting reader · operating 
inside a system carefully controlled by the operator• where 
·on.ty the mind of the dec:oder matters.· 
"Because we are thinking in terms of thelr world. we 
ha~ to follow them into their world.· said Elton. ma intain-
tog that this development was often ·augmented by a 
ponderous obscurity.· 
Indeed, he said. historians who subject his torical 
analysis to the dictates of literary criticism are a "da nger 
to young minds" and are engaging In the "intellectual 
equivalent· of smoking ·crack,· the highly-addictive yet 
short-lived cocaine derivative. 
As an example of the danger of this sort of his tory, 
Elton said that Franklin Delano Roosevelt's hostU!ty to the 
British Empire, which contributed to Its demise, was 
based upon his ·unreconstructed view of 18th century 
history" and the tnteracUon of "noble Intentions with 
slrtking Ignorance.· 
In Cennany. which Elton called the "original home of 
advanced historical science,· some "s imple-minded patri-
ots• have been writing history that Is "sober and generally 
sensible" even though It tends to "eliminate the medieval 
period and forgets Prussia: 
.. __ ... ________ .. ··----- ... -- .- ... .. .. . ·- ---- .... ... .... . .. . .. 
OuUlning his own view oft he proper path of historiog-
raphy. Elton said a historian must be bound by the 
authenticity of his sources and the scientific rigor of his 
technique In ar. attempt to "advance our efforts ever nearer 
the fortress of truth." 
During a ques tion and answer session foiJowing the 
second address, Elton said context Is important and the 
quest for historical truth is a gradual process. !ruth is 
the event as it happened," he said -- ·a reconstruction of
specific events.· 
When a member of the audience pointed out the fact 
that his own lectures would be very differently assessed by 
those who were present, Elton said everyone would know 
that ·a certain number of words were spoken: Many were 
dissatisfied with this response to a very difficult ques tion 
bearing on historical recons truction. 
in the th'trd lecture, "Ad Fontes", Elton reaffirmed his
commitment to an unbiased and scrupulously objective
historical methodology that places emphasis on events as
they actually occurred and Is independent of the prospec-
tive of the hlstonan . 
...... . i ·! : . ~j .J&. . . . . .a. Stanley 
~'T~a~ Jili. . ·~· ~ 
T~· · aps. ~ - ~Jan
The Best Evidence! 
1;:( ''I have no doubts that the 
Kaplan-SMH program was 
solely responsible for giving me 
the confidence necessary to pass 
the Michigan bar exam . .. 
Thanks again for helping me to 
realize my goal. Thumbs - up to 
Kap/an- SMH!" 
1;:( "All contact made with 
Kaplan-SMH personnel was help-
ful, efficient , and professional!" 
Barbara (()rncau 7t87 Colorado 
1;:( ''I am happy to report that I 
passed the Florida bar Exam. I 
could not be more pleased. I 
really feel that I made the right 
in vestment . .. throughout the 
course I was impressed with the 
high quality of the lectures and 
materials, and the structuring of 
the lessons. " 
Mar~ J LaBatt 2 88 Ftonda 
. STANLEYH. 
1;:( "A superb course. Excellent 
material and presentation of 
lectures. " 
10oma< J. Burkt 7 87 :-c .... Yo'rk 
1;:( " The Virginia lecturers seemed 
more intent on preparing us to 
pass the Bar than simply 
covering the subject matter. 
They were also supponive and 
encouragmg . .. 
, 
1;:( "I wish to compliment you on an 
excellent course. It l-vas well 
organized and thorough. The lec-
tures were comprehensive and 
well delivered. The written 
materials were superior in every 
respect. The course was simply 
indispensable. " 
1;:( " ... a fine course, I will recom-
mend it to others. " 
Ga~ Burfoot 7 87 Conn<ctacut 
;l •. , .\ ;~. . ·~ ~ • : . ~ :1 "!'~. ..... s M.. m'"U 
·~ . ,\. ~ f . ' . . \ · ... '·.~4. ~ 
,, ' . .1 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
Ann Arbor East Lansing Detroit Area Grand Rapids 
203 E. Hoover St . 
Ann Arbor, Ml48104-3704 
(313) 662-3149 
' .. ~ . ... . "" • • f • • • .. • ~ • 
II II Michigan Ave. 
E. Lansing. ~I 48823-4019 
(517) 332-2539 
... .. ' \ .., , ' ~ ....... .... .. 
Cro sroads Office Centre 
16250 :\onhland Drive 
Southtieid. MI 48075-5205 
(313) 569-5320 
·~ . ~· 
2627 East Belt line S. E. 
Grand Rapids. MI 49506-5937 
(616) 957-9701 
. . . 
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Class Tapes Add to Grade Controversy 
By Colin Zick 
1be grading controversy regarding Professor Carl E. 
Schneider does not seem ready to end yet. One of the 
unsettled issues in that controversy was the confusion 
among students regarding the requirements of the exam. 
Several students have previously asserted that they wrote 
exams which exceeded the speclfied word llmJt because 
they believed Professor Schneider would stop reading their 
exams once that IL11It was reached. 
A tape recording of a class session from that Winter 
1989 term class reveals that Professor Schneider did 
indicate that he would stop reading the ~xams once the 
word limit was reached. The exact words on the tape are: 
There will be a strict page limit on the 
exam for next time. It will be, I think, 
fifteen pages again. I will compose a word 
limit as well. which I will enforce strictly. 
I will stop reading, or if I discover I have 
read too far. I will subtract pro rata 
points. 
This statement Is In sharp contrast to the previous 
statements of Professor Schneider. all of which rejected 
these solutions. In the September 13, 1989 issue of The 
Res Gestae. Professor Schneider insisted that trying to 
stop at any point was simply incompatible with his system 
of gradtng exams. 
The text of the relevant parts of the interview follow: 
RG: What was said tn class about the word limit? 
CS: I told them there would be a word limit. I told them 
that this was tn part in response to the number of people 
who exceeded what I understood to be the spirit of the page 
limit on the past exam. but I don't remember the words I 
used. ... 




RG: Why didn't you just stop reading the exam after 
4000 words and award the grades on that basts? 
CS: I thoughtabouteveryaJtemativesolutlon I could. 
I talked with about twenty people before I decided what to 
do. I talked to my colleagues, other professors who are not 
law professors, lawyers, recent graduates of this law 
school. The difficulty with stopping at 4000 words was 
this: I grade exams by givtng points. I do not limit the 
number of points for questions. This particular exam was 
arranged with three relatively easy questions. The fourth 
question was more conceptual and more difficult. Ifl stop 
at 4000, the people who went over 4000 would have been 
graded on the easier three questions and their grade would 
have been Inflated. I wanted their grade to be based on 
legal reasoning of several kinds, not just one kind. 
RG: Did you consider changing your method of 
grading to cover this special circumstance? 
CS: Yes. It is exactly because I reached the conclusion 
that I could not determine bow btg an advantage was ob-
tained by going over the limit. What I would have had to 
have done would be to write the exam the way the student 
would have under the rules. If I had used a different 
grading system, I would have thought about using the 
4000 word technique [and stopped reading after 4000 
words). 
I was very anxious that they [students with exams under 
4000 words) not be disadvantage by this process. That 
was one of my central objections. 
In Professor Schneider's letter to s tudents in his class 
who exceeded the word limit by 100 words or more, Pro-
fessor Schneider indicated that to have stopped reading at 
4000 words would have been "unsatisfactory.· He added 
that the formulas that would have reduced grades pro rata 
for over-length exams would have "been likely to award 
grades below a C to a significant number of students.· 
In response to this new development. The Res Gestae 
sent Professor Schneider the following letter: 
"March 18, 1990 
Professor Carl E. Schneider 
341 Hutchins Hall 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 
Dear Professor Schneider: 
One of the students in your property class from las t 
year has supplied The Res Gestae with an audio tape of 
one of your classes. This tape seems to be from the start 
of the second semester. During the course of the class. a 
review of the previous term's exam was conducted. During 
the course of that review. you seem to discuss the require-
ments for the Winter term exam. In response to the 
question of a student: 
There will be a strict page limit on the 
exam for next time. It will be. I think. 
fifteen pages again. I wiU compose a word 
limit as well, which I will enforce strtcUy. 
I will stop reading. or if I discover I have 
read too far. I will subtrart pro rata 
points. 
In the minds of my edltor·ln-chlef and myself. this 
statement might have been the source of some of the 
confusion tn those students who exceeded the 4000 word 
limit on your exam for that term. One thing which cannot 
be discerned from the tape is your state of mind in 
answering the question: were you laying out a formal 
groundwork for the next exam or was this an Informal 
remark upon which ·reasonable reliance" could not have 
been based? lftt was the former. had you considered how 
stopping at 4000 words or pro rata deductions would fit in 
with you grading system? lOuring the interview I con-
ducted with you for the September 13 Issue of The Res 
Gestae. you indicated that simply stopping reading at 
4000 words was Incompatible with your grading system. 
(See enclosure. p. 5. col. 1)) 
No member of Tile Res Gestae staff wishes to reopen 
wounds that have not yet fully healed. I personally am 
weary of the Issue. However, the editor-In-chief and I both 
belief this tape recording creates some ambiguities which 
should. If possible. be cleared up. In that light. we would 
appreciate any comments you might have on the tape. 
We would be glad to provide a copy of the tape for you 
and we would welcome your Input. I or another member 
of The Res Gestae staff would be happy to meet with you 
In person. You may reach The Res Gestae vlaits pendatlex 
folder near the receptionist's desk on the third floor. or by 
telephone (998-7976). The paper goes to press on Tuesday 
afternoon; your response Is welcomed before that time for 
U1e current issue or anytime thereafter. 
Sincerely, 
Colin J. Zick 
Staff writer 
Enclosure" 
As this article goes to press. Professor Schneider had 
nol yet responded to The Res Gestae's letter. 
When asked for comment. Dean Eklund stated that 
she had heard about the tape from the student who 
recorded it. As to the content of the tape and its affect on 
the students in the class, she said 1bere were lots of 
misunderstandings, honest misunderstandings· which 
she had perceived in her previous discussions with stu-
dents. This tape only confmned her earlier perception of 
the situation as one where students were confused and not 
acting purposefully. She added. -Whenever instructions 
are written. discussed and further defined, you get more 
confusion rather than clarity.· 
Wisconsin Replaces Nebraska as Sports Pet 
Continued from Page Twelve this division used to be good. The Brewers would win 
player In the league, this Is how I see the races. (A special something like 95 games and not win the division. This 
"thank you· to my friend, Nate Jenkin, who talked me toto year, a team winning 95 games In the east would win It by 
these picks.) ten games. Toronto proved that It could escape their jinx 
American League Least (East): 1 remember when last year. and I think they have a good chance to repeaL 
r--------=-----------:------.:.._------..:, Boston should give them a run, 
1990 SUMMER PROGRAM 
IN BUDAPEST 
Intensive seniinatS on emerging constltutlonaUsm, transnational 
regulation of new communications technology and international 
trade. Up to 6 units. Faculty will include outstanding American and 
Hungarian scholars, lawyers and those involved in the reform of the 
Hungarian governitlent and economy. July 10 to ,August US. 
HoU:Sing available. Tuition ·$750for each two unit semiilar. 
For more information, write or call immediately Department of 
Admissions, BenjamlnN. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University, 
55 Fifth Avenue, Ne-RYork, New York, 1003§. (212) 790-0274. Fu • . 
(212)790-0345. . . •, 
but Toronto has more youth 
and a deeper pitching staff. 1. 
Toronto 2. Boston 3. MUwau-
kee 4. Baltimore (Sorry Jem 
5. New York (F!fthmWatch it, 
WiUe. - Features Editor) 6. 
Cleveland 7. Detroit 
American League Best 
(West): This division Is In-
credible a nd the race proves to 
be exciting. How .can I not pick 
Oakland? They haven't lost 
much and they've won two 
straight division titles. Kan-
sas City could give them a run, 
but the Royals are weak at 
s~cond base and the team's 
racial problems will hurt them. 
IfWtllle Wilson Is off the team 
~._ _ _ _ _______ _.:.;,. _ _______ ...;;.....::,. · ____ by June. l'U take the Royals. 
1. Oakland 2. Kansas City 3. Seattle (Watch out for the 
surprise Mariners) 4. Texas 5. Minnesota 6. California 7. 
Chicago 
National League East: This division should be an 
exciting race. In facl. any one of the top four teams could 
win It with a few breaks. However, the Chicago Cubs have 
the best defense In the league and they don't have Darryl 
Strawberry. l. Chicago 2. New York 3. St. Louis 4. 
Pittsburgh 5. Montreal 6. Philadelphia 
National League West: Thjs division should be a two 
team race. Cincinnati may be able to make the division 
Interesting, - however. Atlanta is much improved and 
should surprise a lot of people. (I'm the one who's 
surprtsed-third place?) San Otego had a great second 
half last year and ls loaded with talent. San Francisco is 
aging an~urting for pitching. l. San Diego 2. San 
Francisco 3. Atlanta 4. Cincinnati 5. Los Angeles 6. 
Houston · 
Going farther out on a limb, I'll pick Oakland to repeat 
over the Cubs. As far as MVP goes. I'll take Jose Canseco 
in the American League. He's going to knock in the best 
leadoff man in history. Rickey Henderson, quite a few 
time~ this season. In the National League, It Is a toss-up 
between Jack Clark, Eric Davis, and Mr. Sandberg. The 
Cy Young award will go to Roger Clemens in the American 
League and.Andy Benes in the National League . 
lliE GOLD CARD~ A SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITY. 
• J ~ .. 
0 1989 Amcocon E•prns Tu~l Rd11cd Scrvicn Com pony; In<: 
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS EXCLUSIVELY 
T.tkl' .ltlv.uu agc of tim 'l't'Ci.ll Of'pc>r-
rumr\· rn h..·comc· J C<>ld Cud mc•nl>t•r 
Arm:riran Expr<·~, w1ll Jppn,,·c· \\>Ur 
Jpphrar1on bd~<·d upon your \tJt I"~'~ 
gr.1du.1tc' ~tmkn t. Ynm Jrn·pr.11:•r "1H 
not b<· ~epmdr1: t oncmploym<'Jit Jl .d 
mCOIII<' luswry. As loni( a~ you hJ\'l' n<> 
nt:gativc crnlit lu ~tor y and no lll'~Hi\'e 
Amc·nl'.lll Exprt·~s expcm·11ct·. you can 
·~tHin he orryin ~t the (;old Card . 
And you m·nl only c~ll Ill apph·. Am· 
t1111e. day or ni!-!ht. :!4 hours a dJy. Thcrr 
is 110 il'llgthy application to cnmpktl' . 
Once you rewvc rhc Gold Card. you 
can bq!in cnjuying thc: IIIAII\' bcndib of 
rhi~ OIStlllguisht•d member5h1p. lllclud-
ing: Worldwide chcck-o~hing privi-
l<·ges. Emergency Cud rc:pbcemcnt 
(usually by rhe nt•x t busim·ss day). A 
complimentary 24-hour. roll-free tr~vd 
service. As well as insurance protection 
for }'Our Gold Cud purcha~e<; 
The Gold Card. Avatlabk ro )'Otl n<>w 
on rhis cxclus1w bJsls from A mencan 
Express. Call roday ro apply. 
The Gold Card® 
1-800-648-4420 
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The Big Goodbye 
By Robert L. Jones 
Sorry. Mark. I'm doing a retrospective. 
Well. here it Is. The last issue of the RG for another 
year. The last RG ever for many of us. Those of you In your 
firs t year may not realize ll. bu t law school will be one of 
the quickest experiences in your life. It hardly seems 
possible tha t you're a thtrd-year and then, it's over. 
But more Is ending than just law school and commu-
nism. There are a great many of us for whom this 
represen ts the end of almost twenty years of constant 
education. I have been attending school since I was five 
years old with only the summers off. Of course. all this 
schooling has prepared me for everything that will arise 
before me. I can now go out and conquer the world, 
confident that I am prepared. In other words. I'm scared 
to death. 
The thought that I w!llactually have to work fora living 
for the rest of my life is not something I contemplate \vith 
much excitement. I've had no experience at it. So far. my 
life has been like the sea sponge; I exist solely to soak up 
the funds of others (my father. my wife). (Okay. so the sea 
sponge doesn't actually soak up fimds. Sue me.) Support-
lng my family will be a new adventure. 
Ann Arbor Is an interesting place. (Nice segue. huh?) 
When my wife and I flrst moved here. we both hated it. It 
wasn't really anything specific. the city is just. well. 
annoying. But. three years later. I think I'll actually miss 
it. What will I miss? 
I'll miss Brlarwood Mall, walking down South Univer-
sity when I should be In class, Borders Bookstore, Show-
rase Cinemas, Arborland, Meijers, checking out the Union 
( 
Law in the Raw 
So Long, Farewell, auf Wiedersehen, Goodbye 
Since Mr. Zick is making his last appearance In these 
pages before taking his show to Boston, he thought some 
depositions and other dumb in-court statements might 
be in order. 
Q: What does "industriousness· mean to you? 
A:. Well. that's when you run around \vith other women 
and have sex with other women. stuff like that. 
Q: Are you acquainted with her reputation in this com-
munity for truth and veracity? 
A:. !'<ow, I will tell you. I wouldn't believe a damn thing 
she said: but as to the other, I ain't never had my hands 
on that woman. Some say shed,. _.J some say she don't. 
But I just don't know. 
Lord Darling (English judge, to an Irish witness): Tell 
me, in your country, what happens to a witness who does 
not tell the truth? 
Irish witness (with complete candor): Segar, my 
Lord. I think his side usually wins. 
Texas Bar JournaL March 1987 
Q: Mrs. Jones. is your appearance this morning pursu-
ant to a deposition notice which I sent your attorney? 
A:. No. This is how I dress when I go to work. 
• 
The Court (giving jury instructions): Now, as we 
begin, I must ask you to banish all present Information 
and prejudice from your minds, if you have any. 
• • . . .... 
\, . 
when I should be in class. Rider's Hobbies. the Dawn 
Treader, skipping class ... 
The things I won't miss are just a s easy to call to mind. 
I won't miss high rent. football Saturdays, crummy news -
paper comics. parking problems, class, the Michigan 
Daily, the Hash Bash , fraternities .. . 
Last week, I wrote about how things have changed a t 
the law school. But things have changed even more In Ann 
Arbor over the past three years. When my wife and I moved 
here, the State Cinema was still in operation while the 
Showcase Mega-Complexon Carpenter d idn't exist. There 
was only cne Meljers and far fewer small s hopping com-
plexes. The amount of cons truction has been remarkable. 
Fortunately, we are leaving just when things seem to 
be going downhill. We live out in the Packard-Carpenter 
area and two months ago, we lost one of our bes t friends . 
Without warning, the only 7-Eleven In Ann Arbor packed 
up and left. It was quite a s hock. Now, Video OuUet is gone 
as well as La Paloma: not to mention the wholesale 
slaughter going on at Briarwood. The more things change, 
the less they stay the same. Or something like that. 
As far as the law school. I will miss thes e opportunities 
to poke fun at such an august institution and have my 
words printed every week. This was truly a unique 
experience for me. I don't su ppose the Federal Trade 
Commission has its own In-house newspaper. So, below 
are just a few things I fell! should tackle before I go. 
One thing about the law school I won't miss Is the 
class-credit system. Never have I seen a sys tem that Is as 
inaccurate as the one here. The credits for any given class 
are dependent entirely on the hours you s pend in class 
rather than the amoun t of work you do. So, a lecture class 
that meets three times a week is worth more credits than 
a seminar that only meets onre a week. This may seem fair 
but it Isn' t. I mean. In how many lecture classes did you 
do nearly the amount of work you did In your seminar? 
Of the five classes I'm taking this semester, the ones 
In which ! Invest the most time are the two credit courses. 
Lawyer as Negotiator and Advanced Legal Research. I do 
much more work in them than in (Don't read thls. P. White) 
Tax I. This kind of inequity needs to be addressed. 
By the way, I would recommend both of the above 
classes to a nyone who can take them. Whlle Lawyer as 
Negotia tor \\-ill infuriate you and cause thoughts of a 
decided ly felonious nature. you will learn a great deal 
abou t yourself In the proce!>~. It 1.., h( nestlyoneofthe most 
Interesting and stimulating classes I have taken. 
Advanced Legal Research is probably the most useful 
class I've taken . When I begin work next October, I will 
know exactly what resources are aYaJiable and which are 
valuable in antitrust research (not to mention any other 
kind of resear ch). And this knowledge will be immensely 
useful to me as a lawyer. So. if you get a chance to take 
either of these. don't pass it up. 
I've been rambling on for a while now (about six 
months or so) so I'd better wrap this up. I want to thank 
my wife for all her love and support. I also want to thank 
S tephen Tsai a nd Andrew Manltsky for all their help and 
Pa ul Czam ota for letting me murder rum and the English 
language. 
Finally, I'd like to tha n k all of my loyal readers. I really 
appreciate both of you. Really. I mean it. 
By Zick, Welsh, Wisotzkey & Oana I
Q: When he went, had you gone and had she. If she 
wanted to and were able, for U1e lime being excluding all 
the restraints on her not to, gone also, would he have 
brought you, meaning you and she. with htrn to the 
s tation? 
Opposing attorney: Objection. That question should be 
taken out and s hot. 
New Hampshire Law Week, August 7 , 1985 
How far? 
An attorney who promised to appeal the convict ion of 
his client. 2nd Lt. Naomi Haye. for committing adultery in 
a missile sUo. explained, "I will go with Naomi Haye as far 
as s he desires to go.· 
Washington Monthly, August 1988 
Not tonight, dear .. . 
A husband was on trial in FamHy Court in Eas t Ba ton 
Rouge, La., for vlolattng an Injunction not to harass his 
\vife. He testified that he a nd his wife recently had sexual 
relations. 
"Objection as to relevancy: said the wife's lawyer. 
The husband's lawyer responded, ·a is relevant to 
show the attllude of the parties.· 
The Judge sustained the objection. ruling. "'The in-
junction does not prohibit making Jove, only war.· 
ABA Journal, December 1, 1988 
Put on a Happy Face 
It's not workaholics per sewho die young, but those 
who tum nasty under stress, according to Dr. Redford B. 
Williams, a psychiatrist at Duke University Medical Cen-
ter in Durham, N.C. His s tudy- based in part on a 25-
year follow-up of 118 law school students- found that 
angry, cynical people are five ttrnes as likely to die before 
their 50th birthdays of heart disease as their calm and 
trusting colleagues. ' 
The data Is lacking to characterize subgroups of 
lawyers, "so unfortunately we cannot say that overt ex-
pressions of aggression suggest a particularly high toll 
among. s ay. litlgators : Dr. Williams says. The psychia-
tris t says that generally the "toxic personality" requires 
Inte rpersonal conflicts to a ctivate it. So he suspects it 
will be found equally but in a latent form among people 
whose li\'eS keep them away from courtrooms. 
Advice for those who want to become old lawyers? 
Says Dr. Williams, "Be nice.· 
National Law Journal. January 30, 1989 
Lonely Lawyers Look for Love 
New York lawyers too busy for time-consuming 
courtship have found tha t there may be a more efficient 
way to shop for love - in the classified ads of Big Apple's 
legal press. 
It's one of the latest trends to emerge from the city 
where trends In the law .In' -.p .. wned: The stuf!Y New 
York Law Joumnl and Lh!! more t11p \/(ln/uuran LowtJer 
began last fal l lo run personal ads lor lawytrs seeking 
love and for those who would 10\·e la\\yers. 
·rm looking for a white knight to make a tender 
offer,· reads one of the ads . "Object: Serious merger. · 
Put away those crossword puzzles and spend your 
s pare class time thinlting of topical ads. Here are a few 
to get you started : 
Constitutional Law. "Seeking partner for test case to 
overrule Bowers u. Hardw ick .· 
Tax. "Ftrst person s ingular looking to file jotnt 
return.· 
Blood Feuds . "Wanted: Thingman." 
International Law. "Young American wishes to d rop 
trade barriers \vith EC." 
Torts. "Interested tn some inherently dangerous 
behavior?" 
Student Lawyer, April 1990 
